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Mirror criticized
in FUSA letter
to administrators

Fairfield University's Student Newspaper

Beach residents bugged by
incessant animal problem
BY MEG MCGEE

BY ETHAN FRY

The FUSA Senate voted Tuesday to send a letter to Fairfield
University President Rev. Aloysius
P. Kelley, S.J. and administrators
criticizing The Mirror, alleging the
newspaper of "unjust attacks and
poor portrayal," publishing false
information, and using "threatening" methods.
The process
~
began Sunday durLETTER
ing a meeting of Senate's letter
the FUSA Senate
to Fr. Kelley ,
when senator SaPage 9
rah Courtney, '03,
spoke to the senate YEA OR NAY
regarding her conHowFUSA
cerns about The
Senate voted
Mirror.
Page 9
"I'm a senator
for the Class of _,
2003," Courtney EDITORIAL
said. "As a sena- Mirror responds
tor I was speaking
to criticism
on behalf of conPage 18
stituents who have
given me feedback saying they
were disappointed with coverage
of clubs [by The Mirror]."
FUSA President Karen
Donoghue, '03, said that she will
not sign a bill including the letter
until The Mirror's, Editor in Chief,
Sean Hayes, '03 is given a chance
to respond to the allegations, but
that the senate can send a letter to
Kelley on their own accord.
"They need to speak to Sean
Hayes before further action is
taken," Donoghue said.
Commenting on the relationship between the FUSA Executive
branch and The Mirror, Donoghue
said, "We've thought The Mirror
has been positive. We've always
had an open mind, and I've had no
complaints until the past two
SEE "MIRROR" ON P.
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any students at
Fairfield University look forward to
the day when they
can live down at the beach with
their friends and party like animals.
But what these kids don't realize is that not only do the student
beach residents party like animals,
they also party with the animals.
John Huydic, assistant director of solid waste and recycling for
the town of Fairfield, acknowledges the pest problem down at the
beach and attributes it mainly to
the student population.
"There are definitely more
(animal) complaints on Reef Road
and Fairfield Beach Road than
elsewhere in town," Huydic said.
"The kids attract the rodents because they do not properly contain
their trash."
"Once the kids go," for the
summer, Huydic said, "most of
the complaints go."
While class is in session, there
is no shortage of student complaints. "It's ridiculous the amount
of money we pay to live at the
beach in rodent infested houses,"
said Lantern Point resident,
Lindsey Pulito, '04. At her house,
there was a foul smell in the
kitchen so they had to call in the
Fairfield Fire Department. The
firemen discovered a sizzling rat
trapped behind the oven.
"Now our house is called the
'Ratican' instead of the 'Vatican',"
said housemate Lindsay Sampson,
'04.
Not all critters cause problems. Mike Surprenant, '04, resident of the Forgotten Path, has had
a squirrel living in his attic since
September. "I think our squirrel
has a nice home," said Surprenant.
"He doesn't give us a real problem so we leave him alone."

Other student beach residents
are not so forgiving of unwanted
rodents, like Reef Road resident
Kelly Suchowiecki, '03. "Our
house had a history of mice," said
Suchowiecki. She and her
housemates "heard noises one
night and freaked out," so they
decided to get a cat to keep the
mice away.
Fellow Reef Road resident
Kelly Murray, '04, says that she is
surprised that her house has a critter problem because they are so far
from the water. She admits that
she is unsure of what they are, but
she calls them "pedes," short for
centipedes. "They are long with a
lot of legs and a million antennae.
They creep out of our heaters."
Enticed by the beach yet?
Students should not feel alone
in their wildlife dilemma. Yearround residents face similar problems, including Vince Biondi,
Chairman of the Fairfield Beach
Association, and resident of
Fairfield Beach Road.
"Half of the problem is inevitable because of the water," said
Biondi, "and half of it is because
of trash." He has spotted muskrats, voles, mice, and skunks outside his home, and even trapped
four rats this winter.
Biondi warned students to
avoid skunks. "Don't lean down
to pet any pussy cats in the dark,"
he said.
Arthur Leffert, the Director of
Health of the Fairfield Town
Health Department also feels that
the students get what they ask for,
but admits, "there are always rats
along the coastline," regardless of
whether students are living there
or not.
The pest problem for Fairfield
students is not confined exclusively to those who live off campus. Townhouse and dormitory
dwellers also experience their fair

Contributed photo

I smell a rat: A Fairfield fireman, called to the scene when a burning
smell was reported, found a dead, cooked, rat behind a stove.
share of fauna.
Any pest problems on campus, especially in the townhouses,
are probably due to the students
lack of cleanliness, said Fran
Koerting, The Associate Dean of
Resident Life.
It seems as though no matter
where you choose to live while attending Fairfield University, you
just can't escape the rodents. Even

Tim Harper, '03, the Co-President
of the Student Beach Resident Association, has a pest problem. He
often sees his "pet skunk" roaming around at night plotting to
spray his beach house.
And if Harper could offer a bit
of advice to both present and future beach residents? "Whatever
you do, just don't let the rodents
ruin a good time."

Tuition to rise 5.9% in 2003-2004
Tuition rises over 25% since 1999
S N A P«5 HQt

Tuition Increases between 1999 and 2003:
■ Tuition
Room & Board

S7 380
2000-2001 1

S7.650
S8.000
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BY ZACK FINLEY

Here is a look at student costs through the years:

mm^^mm^^ammmmmmmmmmsama&v>A
S8,560
S25.650
$8,920
2003-2004 room & board for alternative living:
Townhouses: $6,920
Apartments: $7,500

Source: Campus Currents

Graphic by Joshua O'Connelirrhe Mirror

The cost for an incoming
freshman to attend Fairfield University next year will be the same
as the cost of a fully loaded 2003
BMW 325i sedan with leather
seats, on-board navigation system
and rain-sensing windshield wipers.
Fairfield continues its trend of
increasing tuition as the Board of

Trustees passed the budget for the
2004 fiscal year. Tuition will increase 5.9 percent.
"I really wish that the students
can see specifically where this extra money we are going to end up
paying will be going," said Brian
Wielk, '06. "Of course everything
needs to be updated all the time,
but I wish we could see specifics
and not generalizations."
This year, tuition for under-

graduate students was $1,550 less
than it will cost next year.
However, the incoming class
of 2007 will be paying more for
tuition as Fairfield will implement
a two-tiered tuition for 2004. The
incoming freshmen will pay
$26,100 as opposed to $25,650 for
continuing students.
"We could have added a little
SEE "INCREASE" ON P.
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Nobel prize-winning Holocaust survivor speaks at Open Visions
BY LYNN RAIMONDO

World-renowned author Elie Wiesel
believes that "hope is human," and that it is
a necessity for human beings everywhere
to grasp and cherish it.
Twenty years after speaking at the 1983
commencement at Fairfield, Wiesel, the
1986 Nobel Peace Prize recipient, spoke in
front of 750 people at the Quick Center
Open Forum this Tuesday in a program entitled, "The Urgency of Hope."
Wiesel said the twentieth century began in despair but ended in hope. However,
he said, we are losing it in the dawn of this
new century.
He spoke about how many historical
moments of the Twentieth Century relate to
hope, such as World War II, the rise and fall
of Russian Communism, terrorism, and
Sept. 11. Wiesel said that Sept! 11 was the
first moment in the history of terrorism that
terrorists committed suicide without leaving any message, but death. Perplexed by
(his, he said, "Whatever is about life is in
life."
He said that in the Hebrew language,
the word 'hope' derives from the word
'.source,' and "without hope, the soul cannot live."
The speech opened with a welcome

, chrisl
Author Advice: Elie Wiesel, author of Night and over 40 books, spoke
on Tuesday about 'The Urgency of Hope" at the Quick Center.

from Dr. Philip Eliasoph and an introduction given by Dr. Ellen Umansky, chair of
the Fairfield Judaic Studies Program.
Wiesel's opening line was, "I believe in
miracles," setting a tone for his entire
speech.
When asked about the present war in
Iraq during the question and answer session
of the program, Wiesel said that his solution would be to destroy every weapon of
mass destruction without ending any human
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lives.
History professor. Dr. David McFadden
was stimulated by Weisel's emphasis on
hope. "He was at his absolute best. [He
had] depth and reality, but [emphasized]
hope and the future," said McFadden. "We
shouldn't refight old battles. We should rebuild, focus on human beings and bring
hope. He's someone who has suffered as
much as anyone else, and he's talking about
how to stop that."

Bom in Romania, Wiesel and his family were brought to Auschwitz when he was
15 years old. His Holocaust experience resulted in his worldwide support of peace.
Winner of the Presidential Medal of
Freedom, Wiesel has received more than 90
honorary degrees from higher institutions,
including Fairfield. He has written over 40
books, including Night, which has been
translated into 25 languages. Weisel taught
at the City University of New York and Yale
University, and is currently employed at
Boston University in the departments of religion and philosophy.
David Baehr, '04, treasurer of Kadima
at Fairfield, was deeply touched by Wiesel's
message. "I think he's an honorable man and
that a lot of people should listen to his message," said Baehr. "He has a lot of value in
his words. Those that are anti-war might
want to understand it isn't just about politics-it's about the suffering of human beings."
Dr. Betsy Bowen, associate sean of Arts
and Sciences, left the speech reflective. "I
feel it was a privilege to hear him speak.
Beyond that, I need to think."
Elie Wiesel believes that humans everywhere are connected, and should never
be alone. He said, "Only another human
being can push me to despair, but only another human being can remove that despair."

CAMPUS LIFE: Carleigh Brower
SPORTS: Mike Theile
ONLINE: Elizabeth Cooper

STAFF WRITERS
Kathryn Abruzzo, Holly Aladin, Bryan Caswell, Chris Donato, Alisha Holland, Kristine Lynch,
Tara Lynch, Julie McDermott, Gwen McLaughlin, Virginia Meade, Zach Miners,
Annie Mullowney, Don Partyka, Jake Pierson, Lynn Raimondo, Amy Torchen,
Melissa B. Thompson, Tara Touloumis, Christian Viilodas

Tuesday, April 1
2:24 p.m. - Computer mice were found tampered with at the
Library. There are no suspects in this case.
Wednesday, April 2
12:03 p.m. - Jewelry was reported stolen from a room in Jogues.
This case is under investigation.
7:58 p.m. - An unwanted guest was reported. The individual was
identified but was gone on arrival by security.
Thursday, April 3
9:35 a.m. - An altered identification was confiscated from a student.
2:10 p.m. - A solicitor was arrested after the company was warned
of the university's policy on solicitors.
11:57 p.m. - An assault was reported in Jogues. The individuals
involved were referred to judicial.
Friday, April 4
12:25 p.m. - Jumbo shrimp were reported missing from the School
of Business kitchen.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Meghan Coiro, Alexis Delaney, Chris Donato, Regina Lawrence, Jess Riu, Danny Schwartzman

Saturday, April 5
1:07 p.m. - Two dryers were vandalized in the Jogues laundry
room. Anyone with any information is asked to contact security.

HOW TO CONTACT US:
Phone number: (203) 256-6600
Mail: Box AA, Fairfield University
Advertising: (203) 256-6594
Offices: Located in room 104 of
Editor-in-Chief: (203) 256-6529
the Barone Campus Center
E-mail address: mirror@fairl.fairfield.edu
Meetings: Thursday nights at 6 PM

3:48 p.m. - Two students were involved in a narcotics violation
outside Jogues hall. They have been referred to judicial.

Students are allowed to take one copy per
week as part of their school subscription.
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The Mirror strives to report accurately in our stories. However, if you are aware of
any errors, please call Editor In Chief Sean Hayes at x6529.
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Doth they protest too much?
BY CHRIS DONATO

When Dom Bonavitacola, '06, walks
through campus and sees people protesting
the war in Iraq, he can't help but think of
his friend now fighting in the war and wonder what effect this must have on him.
"My friend is a marine in Iraq and must
know that people back home are protesting.
And I can't see how that helps. He may feel
like Americans don't appreciate what he and
the rest of the soldiers are doing," said
Bonavitacola.
The topic of troop support has raised
many questions in the last few weeks and
caused some to feel that protestors are unappreciative of the soldiers hard work.
In contrast, others understand why protestors feel the need to have their voices
heard.
Mike Dickinson, '06, has a close friend
fighting in Iraq but isn't opposed to those
who protest and continue their fight against
the war.
"I don't mind the protesting because I
am against the war myself, but some people
do take it too far," said Dickinson. "I don't
understand when people publicly denounced
our leaders...it shows weakness."
Ed Feldheim, '03,co-head of Fairfield
Students for Peace, protests against Operation Iraqi Freedom on a regular basis but is
not against the troops themselves.
"I protest because the information that
the government has put forth is not adding
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Students question role
of protestors during war

up," said Feldheim. "I believe
that we are invading Iraq for
oil and other such reasons, not
to liberate the Iraqi people."
Feldheim went on to say
that he has "mixed feelings"
toward the troops' presence
and stressed that "the fact that
troops are over there at all is a
problem."
Those with friends in Iraq
understand that some people
will always be against war but
are worried about the soldiers'
morale.
As the war rages on, war
supporters are finding a growing need for the American Public to let the troops know that
they are thankful.
Bonavitacola believes that
the time to protest has in fact
come to an end.
Chris Donato/The Mirror
"I don't think that there is
E-mail to the rescue: A Fairfield student offers encouragement to military friend via e-mail.
any reason for protesting
now," said Bonavitacola. "Before the war it was OK but now no one we are in war we should change our view. test movement taking place all over the
should be going against it. Our troops are Just because we are in a war doesn't make world and it may only be picking up moit right."
over there and need our support."
mentum.
As troops begin to move into what may
Linda Davidow, '05, is also an avid pro"If I could talk to those with family and
testor and plans on continuing to work to- be the most treacherous part of their mis- friends in Iraq I would ask them not to get
ward peace. "People say that since the war sion, they will have to continue to block out mad at the people protesting," said
has begun, we should support the troops and what some believe is an unneeded resistance Feldheim. "You should be angry with the
I agree," said Davidow. "I only hope for the from home.
people that put them [the soldiers] over there
There seems to be no end from the pro- in the first place."
best for them, but I don't think that now that

Flagship service program cancelled due to war concerns
BY TARA LYNCH

Student volunteer trips to Tijuana,
Mexico and Ecuador have been cancelled
because of concerns about the war in Iraq
and geopolitical instability.
"Because of the unsettled situation in
the world we felt it would be best to postpone the trips to Ecuador and Mexico," said
Father Paul Carrier, one of the organizers
of the mission trips.
On Wednesday, March 26, Mission Volunteer Program leaders announced that this
year's scheduled trips were postponed due
to the current war which has raised concerns
from parents and students alike.
A total of 21 students were involved in
the international trips. The goal of the trips
was to immerse students in third-world cultures so that they may seek greater perspective and involve themselves in a variety of
service activities.
"Obviously I was disappointed but I
also understand why they did it," said
Kathryn Cole, '04, who was involved with
the Mexico trip. "It was a tough decision
but it was for the safety of the students."
Other students were more upset and
confused by the postponement.
"First, there's nothing going on in
Mexico. Second, it's stupid to stop something that's such a good cause," said Lindsay Lopez-Rodkin, '04, also involved in the
Mexico trip. "I sort of think they didn't think
it through too well."

homes in anticipation
of another May trip.
"This was the first
time we sent a group
over spring break
time,"
said
Grovenburg. "So,
canceling the May
trip was done with
the knowledge that
the group had already
gone [earlier] this
year."
Even though
students involved are
disappointed, group
leaders remind students that due to the
postponement of the
trips,
originally
scheduled for late
May, campus ministry will be offering
Mirror file photo
two international serMission incomplete: Kevin O'Donnell, '02, and Kristen Delaney, '02, walk the streets abroad during a Mission
Volunteer trip. Upcoming trips have been cancelled.
vice trips next January, and other domesIn addition to the international trips, a tic trips to Maine and Kentucky.
The groups for the international and
Students who planned to be involved
domestic trips were selected last October domestic trip scheduled to Kentucky has
and have been meeting weekly in prepara- also been canceled due to the lack of stu- in the May trips will have first priority in
dent interest and prior commitments of the reserving spaces for the January excursions.
tion for the trips.
"Hopefully the cancellation of both in"A big part of the trip is to establish a group's leaders during the service trip
ternational
and domestic service trips this
dates,
according
to
Father
Gregg
good group dynamic," said Lopez-Rodkin.
year
will
provide an opportunity to
"We had a really great group dynamic and Grovenburg.
strengthen
the
service trip programs for next
Over spring break, seven students and
now a lot of people won't be able to go next
year,"
said
Grovenburg.
three leaders went to Kentucky to re-build
winter when they rescheduled it."
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Tuition increases add up to over 25% since 1999
CONTINUED FROM P.
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bit more to each class, but we decided to
limit the increase to the students already
reaping the benefits of the school and reallocated them to start the program all over
again with a higher base tuition," said Bill
Lucas, Vice President of Finance and the
school's treasurer.
"I think that it shows that Fairfield has
higher expectations of making money than
being a university," said Wielk. "I would
have been very unhappy if I heard that I
would be paying more than everyone else if
they did that this year."
For schools in the MAAC, the overall
tuition increase for this year is 6.8 percent.
Fairfield's tuition has increased a total of
27.4 percent over the past five years.
"You can argue whether or not that is
good or bad," Lucas said, "but what it really shows is a continual attempt,to move
forward. It is an attempt to show that enhancement, programs and cost continue to
go up. We wish it didn't have to go this way,
but it is just reality. Everyone is facing it:
it's not just unique to us."
"You don't see [tuition] going down
because I don't know how you would begin
to retract," Lucas added. "I don't know how
you would say we're not going to do as well
this year or we're not going to provide the
programs that we currently provide."
At a private institution such as Fairfield,
almost 90 percent of the budget is comprised
of tuition and fees, university sponsored financial aid and auxiliary services, which

TEACHING POSITIONS available
for certified and uncertified teachers. We serve hundreds of public,
private and parochial school in CT
and NY. Over 10,000 placed since
1965. THERE IS NEVER A
CHARGE UNLESS WE ARE
SUCCESSFUL IN PLACING YOU,
and many of our private schools
pay the fee. Call us to discuss your
background and the types of
positions for which you are qualified. FAIRFIELD TEACHERS'
AGENCY, INC. P.O. Box 1141 /
Fairfield, CT 06825
1996 Saturn, Red, SC2, two door, 5
speed, 57K miles, excellent condition, $3,995. Call Golda 203-2271114.
Sports Teams
Clubs — Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser 3
hour fundraising event. Our programs make fundraising easy
with no risks. Fundraising dates
are filling quickly, so get with the
program! It works. Contact
CampusFundraiser at (888) 9233238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

include room and board.
Officials blamed the increase on several factors. Most importantly there was an
increase of 22 percent in medical premiums
for employees. Another problem is inflation:
a problem which University President
Aloysius P. Kelley, S.J. says is inevitable
each year.
"Think of it like a quart of milk," Kelley
said. "The quart of milk that you bought last
year costs five cents more this year, but it is
still the same milk. And it's not necessarily
better. In parts of our budget, inflation
proves to be dramatic, like medical coverage."
In the Campus Center last Thursday,
Kelley and Lucas, along with Vice President of Student Services, William Schimpf,
listened to the questions that students had
about the budget. Some questions that arose
included whether tuition will ever go down
and if the school should have done so many
renovations, such as the library, Campus
Center and Bannow, so quickly.
"This is the operating budget for the
university," said Schimpf. "All major enhancements over the past years were all built
with gifts to the university. You all pay to
maintain and operate these facilities."
"You are benefiting from things that
other people have given to the school, and
when you graduate, we will be talking to
you for future gifts to the school," Schimpf
added. "The chance that the operating cost
of the university going down is not very significant."
Another major cause in the increase of

Mexico/Caribbean only $250 round
trip! Europe $189 one way! Other
worldwide destinations cheap.
Book online www.airtech.com or
call (212) 219-7000.
Part-time Child Care Worker
needed year round on Sunday
mornings and occasional evenings
at the Covenant Church in Easton.
(located directly off of Merritt
Parkway exit 46). Applicant must
be 18 years or older and have both
experience and a desire to work
with children from birth through age
5. Salary: $11.00/hr. Please
contact Tina Banas, 371-8335
1997, Only 52K miles, Automatic,
Air Conditioning, Power Moon roof,
Green, 4 door, Power windows and
door locks. One owner, train car,
excellent condition. $8,800 OBO call (203) 341-0354.

Classifieds are available for
as little as $15 for 20 words!
Call (203) 256-6594 for more
information or to place an ad.

tuition is the projected increase of $600,000
to be allocated for food service on campus.
"We are now about where we want to
be in terms of the quality of the food and
the variety of the food," Schimpf said.
"If the school thinks they can justify
raising tuition by this much and claim that
a lot of it is to improve the food services
here on campus, then they are not fooling
anyone," said Sean Klock, '04. "Barone
food still has the famous quality of causing
digestive failure among the student body."
"As a corporation, Sodexho was losing money on this account," Schimpf said.
"As we moved into the stages of figuring
out the cost of the operation, the loss that
they were experiencing became our loss...
and now it is our turn to allocate money to
them."
Other reasons for the increase, according to Lucas, included the always present
student financial aid, which will amount to
$1.8 million for next year, the upgrade of
the university cable system, the upgraded
One-Card system and other upgrades in
technology on campus.
"Education is a special area," Kelley
said. "If your not getting better you never
stay stable. You are either improving or falling back. We want to make this place better
each year across the board. That includes
our faculty, our programs, student services
and facilities."
"Many of your parents make sacrifices
to send you here, and we are conscious of
that in trying to put together this budget,
yet we always do this regretfully but neces-

sarily if your going to cover inflation and
improvement," Kelley said. "But I think the
parents understand because out of all the
letters that I send out every year I get about
two or three letters in response to it. They
appreciate the quality of the education here
and understand that things cost more each
year, unfortunately."

Salon

La<Di(Daa
Men, Women & Children

(203) 255-1866
http://pages. cthome. net/salonladidaa/
saIon,ladidaa@snet.net

Students get 10% off with ID

SENIORS!
GIVE A GIFT TO FAIRFIELD
By now, you have heard about
the Senior Giving Program and you know
all the reasons to give to the Annual Fund.
Make your pledge by Friday, April 11th
and you will be entered in a raffle to win

A FREE SET
OF SENIOR WEEK TICKETS!
Before we leave Fairfield, it's time
for the Class of 2003 to leave our mark.
Visit www.fairfield.edu / advancement/ givetoffld.htm
OR call x4004 OR send your check or credit card number
to Bellarmine 321.
Questions?
Contact Fran at 03_fspina@campus.fairfield.edu
or Amanda at 03_amartignetti@campus.fairfield.edu
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May Day weekend fills Clam Jam gap
BY ASHLEIGH EGAN
"Clam Jam a go!"
This headline of last week's Mirror
made many students stop in their tracks.
Sadly, the return of the Clam Jam to Fairfield
was just an April Fool's Day joke. To the
disappointment of the Fairfield student
body, even those who have never had the
opportunity to attend a Clam Jam, the yearly
party is not back in effect.
Clam Jam and other large events at the
beach have been banned due to an order
from the Bridgeport Superior Court, which
prohibited large gatherings at the beach.
In response to the end of spring semester quickly approaching along with warm
weather and a desire for students to make
their way down to the beach on weekends,
a memo was sent out by Dean of Students
Mark Reed on March 28.
This memo was to remind Fairfield students of the continuing situation at the beach.
While Reed praised the students living at the
beach for their behavior this year, he also

outlined possible consequences for students
found violating the court's injunction.
Reed wishes to remind students that
whether they live on-campus or off-campus,
they are held to the community standards
listed in the Student Handbook. If any students are found in violation of these rules
they will be sanctioned accordingly by the
University.
Also, if students are found sponsoring
a large gathering on-campus or off-campus
where alcohol is served or provided, especially to a large number of underage students, they will be found in violation of
University standards.
Reed said, "Sponsors of such a party at
the beach would be suspended or dismissed
from Fairfield University, and for seniors
planning on graduating from Fairfield in
May, that means they would not graduate
and would lose the entire past semester."
Along with punishment from the University, the local police can respond to disobedience with tickets and arrests, and a
violation of the court order could lead to

contempt of court charges with discretion
in a judge's hands, said Reed.
What do students think about another
year without a Clam Jam? "Clam Jam is just
another Fairfield tradition gone, like the Luau
or "The Pit" in Gonzaga. Since we don't
have a football team anymore I guess there
goes Homecoming. And they wonder why
we have no spirit," said Caitlin Winters, '05.
Although Clam Jam will not occur,
there will be many on-campus events during May Day Weekend, the final weekend
of the semester prior to finals. The IRHG
will be sponsoring a carnival-like activity
in the quad along with meals being served
in the quad. There will also be the junior/
senior event at the townhouses. Only juniors and seniors will be able to attend this
event and students 21 or older will be issued wristbands allowing them to consume
alcohol.
Anyone wishing more information concerning May Day Weekend activities is encouraged to contact the Student Activities
office.

Aelee Kwon/The Mirror
No jammin': With the injunction still firmly
in place, Clam Jam still cannot occur this
year.

Honors society wants to offer more townhouse events
BY LORRAINE DELLICARPINI

Mock Wedding. 200 Nights. Clam Jam.
These are just some of the annual events
held by the Student Beach Resident Association that are among the most popular traditions at Fairfield. However, these events
are catered more toward student beach residents, and not to upperclassmen living at
the townhouses.
Omicron Delta Kappa (ODK), a leadership honor society at Fairfield, intends to
change that. The Leadership Conference
Committee of ODK wants to generate ideas
for similar on-campus events, both dry and
alcohol permitting.
"We want to establish events that will
get students really interested. The goal is to
have everyone talking about the activities,"
said ODK member Jimmy Allwein, '04.
Allwein listed some ideas that ODK is
considering for next year. "If all the
townhouse blocks had to represent a certain
country for a week and compete to see which

block put on the best display, it could be
like an Epcot Center of townhouses," he
said. "Townhouses could make drinks from
that country, play music, hang flags, and
cook food to get people involved," he said.
While such an event would have alcohol for those age 21 and older, ODK members know that they face a bigger challenge
in sponsoring dry events for the townhouse
residents.
Current townhouse residents agreed
that a spark needs to be lit in the social community of the townhouses. Jen Shea, '04,
hadn't even heard of Spam Jam, the only
annual event held in the townhouse quad.
"They should have other events in the beginning of the year for everyone to see each
other," she said.
Kristen Antonellis, '04, said, "There are
not a lot of activites that students in the
townhouses can participate in all together
similar to the Mock Wedding." Organized
by the SBRA, Mock Wedding is exactly that.
Students who live at the beach submit their

votes for who should be bride and groom,
and a wedding is staged.
"The beach association does a great job
of doing events with the beach residents.
There aren't any activities for the townhouses
except Spam Jam," Antonellis said.
Still, some students look forward to the
townhouses' one spring tradition. "Any
event that offered free food and beer would
be pretty popular, but Spam Jam has an
added degree of excitement because of the
end of classes and it's last party before finals," said Mike Ciavaglia, '04.
Director of Security Todd Pelazza
would not comment on how the Security
Department felt about having more alcoholrelated events on campus, but he did not
discourage the idea.
"It's part of campus life to have events
on campus. The past May Day events we've
had have been very successful, and student
behavior has been very acceptable. I don't
see why we could not continue to have these
events," he said.

Pelazza listed guidelines that the new
events would have to follow. "The event
would have to be approved through Activities, through Residence Life, and it also depends where they plan on having them as
well. All events that have alcohol on campus require a security officer present," he said.
Students who will be living at the
townhouses next year looked forward to the
addition of new events. "For one, there are
a bunch of tiny quads at the townhouses that
don't get used for anything. They could hold
concerts, barbecues, or even have flea markets where students could buy cool gadgets
and food," said Liam Hanley, '05.
Still, with all these ideas for more
townhouses activities, some feel the will
beach will remain the more popular place
to live among upperclassmen. "Students
like the beach because it's off campus,"
Hanley said. "It's fun to hunt down all the
parties and walk into these fraternity/sorority type houses that have had names passed
down to different groups of students."

Summer is the perfect time to earn credits toward your degree.
Experience the excellence of a private university less than a mile from the shore.
Take advantage of three summer sessions and hundreds of transferable courses.

Perfect for the mind and spirit.

Learn from senior faculty members-not teaching assistants-in small classes.
We know you are busy, so Monmouth University offers both day and
evening classes, web-enhanced and traditional classroom formats.
SESSION I (four or six weeks)
Classes begin May 27
Classes end June 23 or July 7

SESSION II (12 weeks)
Classes begin May 27
Classes end August 18

SESSION III (four or six weeks)
Classes begin July 9
Classes end August 5 or August 19

MONMOUTH
UNIVERSITY
West Long Branch, New Jersey
800-543-9671

www.monmouth.edu
Monmouth University supports equal opportunity in recruitment, admission, educational programs, and employment practices regardless of
race, cotor, age, sex, disability, veteran status, marital status, religion, national origin, or sexual orientation.
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Bad economy has students fleeing to grad school
better prepare me for a job and make me a option," he said.
more attractive candidate," said Erin
So what else can you do to help
Imarisio, '04.
The numbers are bleak.
prevent a job cut or unemployment
The option of graduate school is one from leaving you in the lurch? One
In February 2003, there were 308,000
jobs lost, the largest cut since the terrorist that many students are beginning to consider tactic is to have a double major.
attacks adding to the growing unemploy- as a way to either delay or be better pre'That's why I'm double majorment rate, as reported by the Department of pared for the difficult future ahead of them. ing," said Pam Polonowski, '04. "I
Labor. Nearly two million jobs have been
Dr. Michael White, an English profes- figure if one falls through I'll always
lost since March 2001. Insurance & Tech- sor at Fairfield who is also involved in or- have a backup."
nology Online reported that technology or- ganizing a workshop on graduate school,
At the recent Communications
ganizations have been hit hard by the re- agrees that graduate school is a good idea Career Fair held in March, many of
cent job cuts as well as health insurance when the job market is bleak.
"the invited speakers had their own
"Fairfield has always sent a lot of its advice for graduating students on
companies.
"I think it will be difficult to get a job best students to grad school. But when the how to make it in the real world.
right after college due to the condition of economy softens, we see more students at
"You need to be working right
the economy and I think grad school will Fairfield and other top schools consider this now and thinking how you are going to get that job away from the
person next to you," said Senior
Manager of the National Basketball
Association Brian Keegan.
Many students are doing just
that: getting work anywhere they can
in order to give them some experience.
"Internships are a great opportunity to
learn the skills of a trade, but they also give
you a chance to network and meet people
who can help you with your career in the
future," said Lauren Orlowski, '04.
Many students also don't realize the
resources that they have right on campus,
such as the Career Center. At the Career
Center, one is able to receive a range of advice on how to prepare for the real world
Job jitters: Bridget Smith, '04, drops off her resume at the Career'
and a number of different strategies to help
Planning Center in hopes of finding an internship or job.
one
get ahead.
IkJllr}
BY KELLY MURRAY

"I think students need to be realistic and
recognize that they may not get their first
choice so we are spending time looking at
their secondary areas of interest and helping students strategize how to identify key
contacts," said Associate Director Dr. Dennis Amrine.
"It's important now more than ever to
stay flexible and remain committed to the
career search," added Dr. Amrine, "using as
many sources and resources as possible to
reach those career goals."
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Grilled Margarita Pizza

$7-95

Simple but tasty, stolen from our Italian Brothers. A must have!
Mozarella, fresh tomato sauce and basil.
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Shrimp Primavera Pasta
The Buffalo Burger
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3350 Post Road
JSouthport,CT 06890
I (2(B) 259-0603

$8.95

Real 100% Buffalo meat for the adventurous eater. It's also lower in fat!
Served with cheese of your choice: American, Cheddar, Mozzarella
or Gorgonzola.

Thanks for voting
us best diner!

BEST DINER

$15.95

Succulent sauteed Shrimp and vegetables over penne
in a roasted garlic & herb sauce.

Grilled Rack of Lamb

$20.95

A 14 oz Rack of Lamb served with a Balsamic Shallot sauce.

Wild Salmon Fillet...

£
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$14.95

Served with a Lemon Thyme Butter sauce and mixed grilled vegetables.
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Open 24 Hours, 7 Days
All major credit cards accepted

2000 Black Rock Turnpike
Fairfield, CT
333-1522
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Knowledge about STDs important to protect yourself
BY KALA RAMA

Does it burn when you urinate? Do you
often get an itching sensation where the sun
doesn't shine? Did it all happen after getting "extra" friendly with the opposite sex?
Well, if any of the scenarios above seem
to fit an embarrassing situation "below" that
you have experienced, you may have a
Sexually transmitted disease. This is not uncommon for college students here and across
the country these days, Fairfield health officials say; yet most think it is taboo.
"Drinking more alcohol with high levels of intoxication creates students who are
not in the frame of mind to make good decisions," said Jeanne DiMuzio, director of
the Wellness and Prevention Program of
Fairfield University's Health Center.
"Students quite often, end up making
unhealthy choices. It is not a type of harassment or assault, but it is regretful sex that is
unprotected and that is what gives STDs and
unwanted pregnancy." she said.
Many Fairfield students as well as other
students from Connecticut universities acknowledged the problem exists, but were not
too eager to talk about it. They all asked that
their names not be used.
"I heard the beach, last year, had crabs
going around like it was the flu," said one
Fairfield University student.
"College is all about partying and enjoying the years before you have to buckle
down and I don't want anything to stand in
my way," said an unidentified female at
Quinnipiac University.
A varsity football player from Sacred
Heart University said, "My girlfriend is on
birth control so we never use a condom. In

ted disease in the United
fact she actually messed
States
is
human
up her cycle and we had
papillomavirus (HPV)
to use a condom, but I
otherwise known as geniwas not able to have sex
tal warts. Most infected
with a condom."
carriers of HPV do not
A former Trumbull
experience any sympHigh School graduate
toms. There are several
who now attends the Unitypes of HPV with the
versity of Connecticut
high-risk types linked
saw the problem firstwith cervical cancer.
hand. She said, "One of
Women
can prevent cermy close girlfriends from
vical cancer by getting
high school got herpes
regular pap smears by
from her boyfriend who
their physicians, said the
was cheating on her and
National Institutes of
she still has sex with
Health on CNN.
other guys, but just
Warts appear to be
doesn't tell them. My
raised or flat, single or
whole graduating class
multiple, flesh - colored
from high school has
or whitish in appearance.
something nasty."
The external warts can
A female Fairfield
be so small that they are
University
student
not visible to the human
claims, "Even though I
eye or they can be so
go to Fairfield U., I often
large the infected person
go party at Uconn and I
may need a larger pant
wouldn't trust those guys
Sex education: The Health
size.
as far as I can throw
Center
has
this
HIV
pamphlet
Chlamydia otherthem!"
available for students to read.
wise
referred to as "the
Infection rates for
clap" by college stumany sexually transmitted diseases (STDs)
have begun to rise, mostly among people dents, is a curable STD. The United States
between the ages of 13 and 24 since the mid Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
1990s, says Pfizer Inc. Studies show that a (CDC) estimates mores than four million
few of the most common STDs are chlamy- people are infected each year.
Many universities around the nation
dia, genital herpes, pubic lice and genital
warts that can be transmitted during oral,
vaginal or anal sexual contact with an infected partner.
The most common sexually transmit-

have programs that promote safe sex and
provide excessive information to students
about STDs, according to recent campus
newspaper stories distributed by the U-Wire.
University of Pittsburgh's Campus
Women's Organization (CWO) sponsors
"SEXpardy" which is a version of Jeopardy
that deals with all the topics of sex. This is
part of CWO's Sex Week that includes a
marathon of HBO TV series "Sex and the
City," an overflowing basket of free
condoms and a health fair.
Yet Fairfield finds it difficult to provide
similar awareness activities due to its Jesuit
Orientation.
"The theme is to bring Catholic beliefs
into everyday life," DiMuzio said. "We do
not hand out condoms because we are a Jesuit University. And when students made
their decisions to come to this university,
they knew that some things were not going
to be offered. If students are going to act
like adults then they need to take responsibility and use their own dollars to get the
resources they need themselves like an
adult."
"When they leave Fairfield and continue on, they are not going to be coming
back to Fairfield's Health Center to get
condoms," added DiMuzio. "We do have
response and education programs as well as
always publishing information in the 'Stall
Street Journal' posted on campus. We also
put information on our website and have
pamphlets that need to be restocked often
so we know the students use them."

Online Exclusive Offer for Graduating Students
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10,000 free
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from United Airlines
just for graduating?

Get The Fairfield
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Mirror given no chance to respond before Senate vote
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

weeks because of [The Mirror's coverage
of] Howie Day."
Vice President of Senate Casey
Butterly, '03, said The Mirror was a recent
topic of conversation in the Senate.
"[The Mirror has] been a concern of the
senate and one that the student body has had.
Generally speaking you'd prefer to not have
relations deteriorate like this," Butterly said.
Donoghue also commented upon the

relationship that the student government has
with the independent student newspaper.
"I think the relationship has been a
healthy relationship all year," Donoghue
added. "I kind of like it. It keeps me on my
toes."
According to an e-mail sent by
Courtney to other senators and inadvertently
forwarded to a Mirror editor, she and Ham
Channel Executive Producer Kristen
Romanelli, '03, met with Academic Vice
President Dr. Orin Grossman Monday to dis-

Stressing out about...
Finals
Term papers
Housing dilemmas
Going home for the summer
Getting a job for the summer
Leaving your friends
Getting a real job
Graduation

cuss complaints they had about The Mirror.
One senator interviewed by The Mirror said the issue would not be before senate had The Mirror not run an editorial cartoon criticizing The Ham Channel.
Courtney is the president of The Ham Channel.
"Both Mark [Reed] and O.G.
[Grossman] were not surprised by the issues
students have with The Mirror. They both
see the problem as Dr. James Simon, the advisor to The Mirror" Courtney's e-mail said.
Courtney also detailed the meeting she
and Romanelli had with Grossman. "Upper administration is very fed up with The
Mirror from their standpoint ... He agrees
with the negativity we expressed and commented that it seems to be the same three
bitter faculty that they interview every
time."
"He [Grossman] wants to meet with
Simon to discuss his role as advisor, and is
waiting for a reason to do so," Courtney also
said. "A letter from the Senate is that reason."
Asked about Romanelli's attendance at
the meeting and the time of the vote,
Courtney denied that her complaints came
solely because of The Mirror's criticism of
The Ham Channel.
"It's not a Ham Channel thing,"
Courtney said. "I'm the senator that brought
this to the table, but the meeting [with
Grossman] was open to any student who
wanted to voice their opinion. I invited her
[Romanelli] to the meeting."

Why not talk about it?

l/i/iyty

Grossman, in an e-mail disagreed with
the public nature of the meeting and said, "I
had a private meeting with two students,
who had complaints about The Mirror. As
students, they have every right to come to
me and discuss their concerns. I did so and
I have no intention of sharing that conversation, which was a private one."
According to Butterly, the letter's references to an "overwhelming amount" of
students criticizing The Mirror relates to the
work of an ad hoc committee that "talked
to people and asked them about it [The Mirror]." Butterly said that the committee consisted only of Courtney.
Dean of Students Mark Reed was on
vacation this week and could not be reached
for comment at press time.
Hayes said he was never invited to that
meeting. He also said he will meet with the
FUSA Senate this Sunday to discuss The
Mirror with senators.
"I find it particularly disheartening that
our student government would waste time
criticizing students who give so much of
their own time to this newspaper," said
Hayes. "We have not printed anything factually incorrect, we do not mock organizations; we merely try to hold every organization to the high standards that we have at
The Mirror."
Hayes added, "The fact that this was
voted on before anyone in The Mirror was
given the chance to plead our case flies in
the face of the very democracy they are supposed to emulate."
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Learn

Live

Don't jwM hit the beach, hit die books this summer
and yrHi'll be on yot tr way to an easier fall semester,
an early graduation, or a head start on your
graduate degree! Enroll in one or both of race
University's -summer sessions. Undergraduate
courses are available in the Arts, Business,
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Computer Science, Counseling, Education,
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Summer session students enrolled in at least
6 credits may live on either the New York City
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$85 a week. Amazing when you consider all that
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Senate letter to Fr. Kelley
"The student senate would like to bring a concern of the student body
to your attention. An overwhelming amount of students have expressed
their concern and disappointment in our student newspaper, The Mirror. A
circulating student paper should cover campus issues in a way that represents the student body. We are concerned that the student voice is not
being heard. Student organizations are only one example of unjust attacks and poor portrayal. From this, students are concerned about the
negativity continuously affecting the overall morale of Fairfield University.
One of the problems that has been brought to our attention is the reputation of our school. Tour guides continuously experience negative feedback from perspective [sic] students and their families who pick up The
Mirror when visiting Fairfield. Further, we understand that alumni subscribe to the paper, receiving negative opinions of their alma mater.
Another issue of concern is the reporting techniques and amount of
false information published in The Mirror. In the latest budget meeting, Bill
Lucas expressed that a recent finance/tuition article was poorly researched
and inaccurate. Students and administrators who have been interviewed
for articles have described staff writers' methods as "threatening." This
style of journalism is not appropriate and any of Fairfield's media organizations should be held to a higher standard.
We understand that the student paper should question the actions of
the student government but we do not agree with the style in which this
occurs on a weekly basis. We see this problem as an issue of leadership.
We are not looking to censor the media or limit their reporting. We believe
there are many talented writers with much potential on The Mirror staff.
We are concerned that they may be led in the wrong direction and should
have a more balanced perspective.
We are bringing this to the attention of the administration because we
feel that it is out of the hands of the students. We want Fairfield to continuously reflect a positive atmosphere and improving the quality of The Mirror
would improve that of the university community.
We look forward to hearing your reaction and working together to solve
this issue."
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How they voted
Here is a list of the senators that voted on the resolution to
send the letter about The Mirror to Fr. Kelley:
YES (18 senators):
Sarah Courtney
Henry Gargiulo
Greg Johns
Kurt Kuechler
Matt Ventura
Alexis Cedeno
Gabrielle Roazzi
Brian Gosselin
Michelle Primo
Kristina Chomick
Christie LaRusso
James Morley
Brett Ritterbeck
Erik Gronbeck
Jenn Hughes
Kevin Saville
Tim O'Connor
Christine Crowley
NO (3 senators):
Katie Molteni
Cassandra Perron
Andrea Vanacore
ABSTAIN (1 senator):
Jennifer Cole
Notes: Not all senators voted. A quorum, or 2/3 of the senate, had to vote for the resolution vote to be considered
valid. Although there are normally 40 senators, a number
of resignations occurred recently.
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Business school hosts hands-on trading simulation
BY CHRIS ZEITZ

Two finance students whisper during a
mock trading session at the Dolan School
of Business. Meanwhile, Finance Professor Michael Tucker is pacing the aisle
among the students.
Tucker sees the students whispering and
jovially quips, "no collusion." If the laptops
and the Alumni classroom were the virtual

Chris Donato/The Mirror
Trade Talk: Finance Professor Michael
Tucker leads the trading simulation.

trading floor, then for that brief moment
Tucker was the Securities and Exchange
Commission.
The light-hearted atmosphere of jokes,
fake trades and virtual money matched the
attire that Saturday afternoon, as 18 students
experimented with real-time trades of hypothetical bonds and equities.
In an effort to move beyond the theories of the classroom, the students applied
finance theories to a fictitious market, trading virtual bonds and equities. Students had
the advantage of gaining experience in
trades without risking their own money.
But, there was money on the line —
cash prizes for the top overall traders.
The only woman in attendance, Elizabeth Frolin, '05, claimed the big prize, earning $ 100 for her first place finish in the trading session.
Frolin said that the trading session was
a valuable learning experience:
"I didn't know how trading worked
before today," she said, and added that she
previously "had no idea how fast paced
[trading] was."
Tucker said that the bond trading portion of the simulation was more realistic than
the equities trading. Equity trading was
slow, as sellers were asking for more money
than the fair value of the shares and buyers
wanted cut-rate bargains.
The value, however, of the equities was
set to a certain range and therefore all the
investors were aware if the offer was a bargain or a rip-off. Tucker said this was one

Glee Club Concert

! Donato/The Mirror
Fairfieid Stockbrokers: Students race to make fake trades with fake money in a mock
Wall Street trading session.

difference between the simulation and reality.
This equality of information for investors does not occur on Wall Street.
Students found the experience to be
worthwhile. It was "pretty neat and interesting," said Anthony Catino, '04
Tucker was pleased with the results and
said that he planned to have more sessions
to simulate markets and trading for students.
"[The simulation] wasn't perfect... but
people got to experience what it was like to

be a trader," Tucker said.
Dean Norm Solomon of the School of
Business attended the mock trading session
and said it was "not that far from what happens on a real trading floor."
Solomon agreed with Tucker's assessment of the simulation and added that these
simulations can be a valuable learning experience.
"Experiential education is very valuable," Solomon said.
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AROUND THE 'HOUSE
ALISON MARSHALL

Yelling, smelling
and other
faux pas
While talking to a friend at a
party, an inebriated young male
plowed his way through us, not
even tossing an unintelligible grunt
in our direction as he bee-lined toward a keg like an ant to a fallen
Popsicle. My annoyed friend
turned to me and said, "I know
what the next column can be
about—party etiquette." Here are
the preemptive strikes against becoming the bane of the bash.
Do not be the sketchy, anonymous drunk kid who doesn't even
go to Fairfield and may have in fact
already graduated college several
years earlier, who seeks a fair
member of the freshman sex. If,
while trying to woo your intended,
your loudly spoken pick-up line of,
"HEY...Ya wannanutha beer?" is
met with raised eyebrows, be assured: they are not laughing with
you, they are laughing at you.
Sometimes cans are shaken,
and sometimes they spray fizz in
a five-foot radius (this is known as
"The Dr. Pepper Effect"). If the
beverage you intend to imbibe
splatters on nearby partygoers,
simply apologize. Insisting on
licking errant brew off an
individual's body is uncouth and
is a sign of rampant alcoholism.
The host's decision to hold a
soiree is a sign of hospitality, one
made in good faith. Stealing alcohol from the host house is simply
gauche; slapping (and trust me, it
was indeed a slap) the host when
they eject you after catching on to
your thieving ways is asinine.
Who goes around slapping people
(I mean, besides eight-year-old
girls on the playground)?
Apply deodorant before leaving the house. I cannot stress this
enough. And why does it seem that
it is always the guy (or gal, for that
matter) pumping their arms up and
down and maniacally chanting,
"The roof! The roof! The roof is
on fi-yah!" that seems to neglect
this rule? So many nasal passages
must suffer for the transgressions
of a mere two armpits.
Stop your whining about your
spot on the waiting list for Beeum-Badminton. Your spot on the
list isn't going to change, no matter how cute you think the halter
top you're almost wearing is.
Yes, stay within these guidelines and you are certain to be the
guest of honor, the belle of the ball.
If you stray from the rules of etiquette, fear not: enjoyment is sure
to be had at your expense anyway.

Ob la di, ob la da, life goes on
Chris "Corky" Burke to perform at Oak room
BY AMY WOMACK

When Chris Burke was born
with Down syndrome, doctors told
his parents to put their son in an
institution. His parents, Frank and
Marian ignored the advice and
raised Chris the same as their other
children.
It was this decision by his parents that helped Burke transform
America's image of the mentally
and physically challenged.
Burke's role as Corky Thatcher on
the ABC television series "Life
Goes On" turned into a watershed
moment when Down syndrome
gained national attention.
Chris Burke, along with
friends John and Joe DeMasi, will
be coming to Fairfield University
on Tuesday, April 15th at 7 p.m.
in the Oak Room.
The event is a musical celebration put on by Best Buddies, a
campus group that enhances the
lives of people with intellectual
disabilities by providing one-toone friendships. There is no charge

for the event and it is open to the
entire university.
The upcoming event was
made possible with the help of
Dewey Burke, '06, who happens
to be Chris's nephew.
"He is my hero and has always been an inspiration in my
life," said Dewey. "I hope everyone that comes on Tuesday will see
just what a special guy he is."
Burke has always remained a
role model for those with Down
syndrome. In an interview with
Dr. Beth Milligan in 1998, Burke
remarked, "having Down syndrome is like being born normal.
I am just like you and you are just
like me."
"We are all born in different
ways...I have a normal life," Burke
said.
Chris met twin brothers Joe
and John DeMasi over 20 years
ago when they were his music
counselors at a summer camp for
people with disabilities. Their
friendship has led to the formation
of a unique music group that en-

tertains schools and conferences
across the country—and now at
Fairfield.
Burke's career has been an inspiration to everyone, not just to
those with disabilities. The multitalented star has not only released
several CDs, but also penned an
autobiography titled, "A Special
Kind of Hero."
Yet, "Life Goes On," which
ran from 1989-1993, remains
Burke's most well-known endeavor. The show earned Burke a
Golden Globe nomination for his
role.
Chris Burke has lived out his
dreams by believing in himself and
focusing on his abilities, rather
than his disabilities.
He has demonstrated that
people with Down syndrome can
provide society with the most valuable actions of all; love, kindness
and friendship.
Growing up, Chris was instilled with such a great sense of
self-worth, he began calling Down
syndrome "Up syndrome."

Amy Womack/The Mirror

Life does go on: Chris Burke is
singing anything.but the blues.

No rest for the weary
Students find that their shut-eye suffers
BY MEGHAN O'HARE

Exams. Late night partying.
Work that has been put off again
and again. There are many reasons
that college students suffer from
sleep deprivation and other sleeping disorders.
"I used a caffeine pill once because I needed to stay up all night
to write a paper," said Alicia Wolff,
'05. "The next day I was exhausted, but it allowed me to do
what I needed to do."
Some students complain because they sleep only five or six
hours each night. Yet, many others awake rested and function well
during the day.
Still, others need more than
the average eight hours of sleep per
night. Going to bed even an hour
earlier or taking a nap in the middle
of the day can provide the sleep
that they need.
"I scheduled my classes so I
could sleep in, and then when I get
back from class, I nap some more,"
said Lindsay Brown, '05.
When a person sleeps, there
is a period of time that allows the
mind to regenerate, according to
Richard Radocchia, a psychological counselor at Fairfield University. People get the most rest during Rapid Eye Movement (REM)

sleep, when
dreaming occurs.
If
amphetamines,
caffeine pills,
alcohol
or
other street
drugs are used,
a
person's
ability to enter
REM sleep
can be seriously
impacted, according
to
Radocchia.
Caitlin
Collins, '05, No dozing here: Fairfield students struggle to stay
awake while tending to their studies.
has had experience with using medication to pression.
help her sleep at night. She had
Lack of sleep for a prolonged
surgery and while at the hospital, time could trigger psychotic
she asked for some pills.
breaks, paranoia, and lack of abil"They gave me Ambien and I ity to concentrate. Radocchia extook them every night for a week," pressed the seriousness of sleep
said Collins. "I could see how they deprivation, pointing out that
could be addictive."
"people in cults often will disrupt
Sleep deprivation often in- sleep as a way of mind control."
creases during exams, as students
If someone you know may
desperately "try to make up the have a problem with sleeping diswork that they have put off all se- orders or depression, Radocchia
mester," said Radocchia. How- advises refering them to a psychiaever, if it goes on for extended pe- trist. Sometimes they will be preriods, it can be a symptom of a scribed a sleeping pill, but.usually
more serious problem, such as de- they will be given an antidepres-

Regina Lawrence/The Mirror

sant which takes about a week to
be effective. Talk therapy and exercising are also excellent ways to
avoid sleep problems.
In a college student's stressful life, it may seem like there is
no time for sleep. But, a good
night's sleep will allow you to put
forth your best and avoid unnecessary struggles.
"I rarely even drink coffee to
keep me going for those last few
hours," said Heather Morassini,
'05. "I know that in the long run
that I'll do better on the project
well-rested."
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How do you cure those winter blues?
Don
Partyka
This has been the
worst winter I've seen in this wimpy state
of Connecticut, which solves its snow problems by throwing sand on it. Brilliant, I say.
But seriously, how are we to cope with all
this snow? I mean, it does have its ups and
downs, for instance, with it freezing out,
parties become overcrowded far too quickly
as everyone presses for room inside.
And girls, it's hard to tell which ones
have been going to the gym, and which ones
haven't, as everyone wears their winter
clothes. On the plus side though, when
we're lucky enough to catch the girls wearing something a little too revealing, it's nice
to see them smuggling tic.tacs.
I'm looking forward to the mass
amount of sexy clothes that will be worn by
hundreds of FU chicks in the coming weeks,
those perky tank tops, and those all too high
short shorts.
Then there are those intimate moments
that you have with the opposite sex. All dark
in your bed, with three extra blankets because your housemates are too cheap to turn
on the heat, or forgot to pay the bill. (Honestly though, let's get this war in Iraq over,

HE sail / SHE sal<j
I'm sick of paying so much for gas and heating oil...no peace without justice). On the plus
side, at least cause it's so cold you can use the
excuse more often.
Most of all, I miss drinking at the beach.
Recently, while sitting on the beach on one of
those teaser warm days, my friend came up
too me and said, "DB, where's your 30 pack?"
Soon, very soon.
There is nothing better than throwing the
football around, playing whiffle ball, and
drinking out in the sun on the beach. Added
to this are the numerous beach bunnies in their
skimpy bathing suits, lying out on towels and
rubbing themselves with oil and lotion. The
warm weather better get here soon.
Snow days have been awesome, but as
Favre would say, "what the crap?" The time
has come and soon, and very soon, Spring will
be here.
Other things: As sad as I am about the
loss of the hockey team and the football team,
it's nice to see those guys out more often.
Seniors, just a few weeks left, make them
count.

Cheers
Send in Cheers & Bex
campuslife@fairfieidmirror.
to drinking one too many pina coladas...to
He Said, Gutter, Donny, we'll miss you...to
SBRA for pulling off an incredible Mock
Wedding...to Colette for working her @$$
off to make everything run perfectly...to
Virignia, the beautiful bride, and Brian, her
sexy groom...to the wedding party and SBRA
at Al's...to the drunkest mock wedding seen
in years...to Virginia's bridal shower and the
awesome cake created by the Insanity
girls...to Kelbel at the reception...to wedding
dresses that cost $6.50...to Trish not getting
enough of the strippers and being turned
away for lap dances because she already had
3...to Dave's 21st...to power hour...to porno,
the gift that keeps on giving...to actually
making it out on Saturday night for a
change...to Hooters...to gaining an hour of
sun...to Friday night hoops, yeah
Thunderslam...to dance parties. ..to one of our
housemates coming downstairs with her shirt
on inside out at a party...to yay L.to the SoCo
girls, you girls are the hottest girls
around!...to Nick and four seconds...to
popsicles...to Justin Timberlake and
James...to Nick's new cat...to "Gone" in
2003...to Jess the Best..to Corky...to being
addicted to American Idol...to getting sandwiches in the middle of the mock
wedding...to purple thongs...to sour cream
and onion chips, too bad they cause stankin
breath...to playing Clue at the Pink Box...to
giving too much head (not that kind, you
sickos, the foam in beer)...to cheerios...to

never making any mistakes, it's tough being
perfect...to pound cake, I guess some people
like it, and that's fine by me...to playing darts
and eating appetizers at the Grape on Sunday
afternoon...to the bouncer at the Grape who
is nice, but only on special occasions...to being a sexual brute...to Lynn's debut in the news
section, way to go buddy...to people pretending to know what they're talking about when
in fact they do not...to smokin weed in the
streets without cops harrassin...to the Ham
Channel, you guys do a great job...to people
who aren't afraid to tell it like it is...to the
works of Nas...to people who can tell how
newspapers work...to "Welcome to the world
of journalism!"...to Star Wars role players,
geeks...Pedro Martinez...to Ty Wigginton...to
Rey Sanchez...to Timo Perez...to Roger
Cedeno...to Tom Glavinc.to Al Leiter...to
Armando Benitez...to Art Howe...to Tony
Canigliaro...to Yaz...to Ted Williams...to the
BoSox...to baseball being back at last...to
U2...to a united Ireland...to Gerry Adams...to
not showing up for class since January... to
the last full week of classes... to the Rustic
Overtones... to Coldplay on 6-13... to Arizona
roadtrip, summer '03... to there being 4 people
on that roadtrip, including our friend Mary
Jane... to a Christmas in Bermuda... to our
Easter break, thank God for Jesuits... to
Cheverus... to the next David B layne's street
magic: I know the tricks... to schoolgirls... to
vodoozies...to filling up this space with a cheer
that after your done reading means nothing

So, snow on Monday. Yeah. As much as
I loved sleeping the afternoon away, you
know, catching up on thoSe serious nawnies,
I would have gladly traded it in for a typical
April day.
In my opinion, there is nothing more miserable than doing what I did early Tuesday
morning—cleaning off the car and getting old
snow and ice everywhere in the process.
I just got my wiper blade inserts replaced
because of the bad winter, and the last thing
my little Civic needs now is more snow!
Lame.
I'd say I have the winter blues. Being a
true summer baby, I've never enjoyed the
witner, and especially dislike the snow.
So, like every other year, I danced around
on Saturday night when we had to move our
clocks an hour forward, because all I could
envision was' it being light out until 9 p.m.,
and sitting outside for the entire day.
Although I did get some quality time on
the roof with Bexter on Sunday, Monday definitely proved me wrong. What a tease...
There's only one thing to do in this
weather that won't let up, and that's just wait
and make the best of it, or at least try to. Or,

Lynn
Raimondo
just think about good
weather, and maybe it will come! Ok,ay, I
know that's ridiculous.
Seriously, there is no better way to
spend weather like this than to curl up with
a movie, make some popcorn and just hang
out.
Or, if you really want to live in fantasy
Spring world, play wiffle ball, play catch,
have barbecues, and even try jamming to
music outside in this awful weather.
It definitely won't be the same, but
maybe if you close your eyes tighdy enough
and ignore what's really going on, it will
feel just like Spring.
Ah, those winter blues. I have a terrible case of them.
One of my favorite days every year is
when I can call my dad up and legitimately
say to him, "Yo, it feels like little league today," and he knows exactly what I mean,
immediately agreeing. I cannot wait to make
that phone call.
All I know is my Slip-n-Slide is sadly
sitting on the porch, and I' m so tired of wearing turtleneck sweaters and my Upenn
Sweatshirt. Come to me, Spring!

Monday at 5 p.m.!
Mail: BoxAA
to Shiav drinking too much, again (just kidding, we love you)...to the stalker, why are
you everywhere?...to losing so much at mock
wedding...to getting banged up from fallinj
all over the deck of the turtle...to people
fighting...to junior girls who try to start fights
and ruin the mock, wait till it's your turn next
year...to the phrase "I don't have time"...to the
mock wedding reception being about 3 hours
too long...to eight f'ing hours in the media
center...to the semester ending way too
early..to snow twice already this April...to
;er, it's worse coming up than going
down...to power booting...to running home but
forgetting your shoes...to Double P, it's not
okay...to trying to do laundry in this horrible
weather...to falling down while trying to do
laundry...to dumb girls who start fights at formal events, you can kiss your social life at
FU good-bye. sweetie...to losing an hour of
sleep...to Kaitlyn and five seconds...to
futons...to bathroom nazis...to flashing way
too many people on Friday night...to accidentally making everyone think you're a
lesbian...to colds that will never go away...to
never making it to the gym...to classes that
take up your entire life...to utility bills that
force us to turn off the heat...to having no
money left for food...to losing your voice...to
the stripper who molested everybody, we
know it was your first day on the job. but come
on...to loose stools and anal leakage...to making Laura go to the Post by herself on Tuesday, sorry buddy...to Ethan and Keith cheat-

ing at Clue...to people who turn things in late,
do you think I have all night to sit around
and wait?...to the chip bag being empty...to
one-hour trips to Walgreen s...to eating Taco
Bell at 11 a.m...to compulsive overeating at
the Mock Wedding, and --throwing up at
8:30...to not being able to get a coke at that
place, what was that about...to pound cake...to
the people who did nasty, nasty things with
the nasty, nasty lesbian strippers, you guys
are sick...to cleaning the house on Sunday,
that was hell...to the lost days of Clam Jam
and the Luau...to smelling what the ham is
cooking...to pound cake all over the floor, this
needs a vacuum...to thinking of Scrabble and
envisioning a Scrabble board while trying to
fall asleep at night...to being the only one who
has to go to journalism class tomorrow...to
Mike Piazza...to the New York Mets...to
Bernie Williams...to Roger Clemens...to Todd
Zeile...to Jason Giambi...to Mike
Hampton...to Yogi Berra and his idiotic sayings, he's a moron, people...to ido!ators...to
Don Mattingly...to Red Sox bullpen...to
knocking over a glass of water at the Thene
while trying to perform a magic trick... to getting the cherry on your hand when all you
wanted was the ash...to coming to Fairfield
and learning the meaning of drama...to damage by the stupid freshmen... to shwag... to
not being able to do "it" anymore...to the desire for poundcake and then losing the
poundcake...to the loss of David Bloom: dude
vou rocked... to Saddam still being alive, or...

BY KEITH WHAMOND

The White Stripes are
an acquired taste.
Their music is abrasive by any definition. But
it is with "Elephant" that
Jack and Meg White reaffirm their status as the undisputed king and queen of
cultured garage rock and
roll music.
"Elephant" is an excellent continuation
of the Stripes' break out hit effort of 2001,
"White Blood Cells." The success of "White
Blood Cells" started when their single "Hotel Yorba" became a smash in the United
Kingdom and went into overdrive when
"Fell in Love With a Girl" exploded here
in the States.
Jack White has one of the most
unique voices in rock music today. He
has the ability to completely change
his voice from track to track - sometimes from verse to verse - without losing any kind of vocal continuality, from
the maniacal, almost sadistic laughter in
"Black Math" to the soft, southern
^^ beauty of the acoustic ballad "You've
i Got Her in Your Pocket."
Elephant is also the evolution of
the White Stripes sound, with the introduction of several new musical approaches. Well, new for the White
Stripes, anyway. For most bands, the idea
of including a bass guitar and layered background vocals isn't really revolutionary, but
for White Stripes fans, "Elephant" changes
everything. Unlike their three previous albums, there's actually a bass guitar on
several of the tracks on "Elephant,"
including on the first single off
the album, "Seven Nation
Army."
The inclusion of
bass in the album is
confusing, be
cause it begs the
question,
"Why now?"
If
the
White
Stripes
were
trying
t o

make a musical statement by making deep
and incredible music while still being a guitar and drums band - a statement they made
wonderfully in their first three albums - why
change things now? To be fair, a bass line is
probably essential to achieve the anthemmarch vibe on "Seven Nation Army," but I
am really baffled why Jack White chose to
completely change the band and make the
song extremely difficult for him to play live
successfully. Part of the magic of the band
was that this thick and solid sound was being made by just two instruments, and adding bass ruins that.
^
Using new musical instruct J^*H ments aside, the Stripes reHfe»v :^^^I main faithful to the music
their songs .are built on. "De
Stiji" and "White Blood
Cells," their last two albums,
both had some of the best blues songs recorded by a mainstream band since Led Zep-

pelin, and "Elephant" still carries the blues
cross. "Ball and Biscuit" is straight 12-bar
blues, played with the same authority and
emotion that White brings to every blues
song he plays.
There are a few bad signs on "Elephant", however. The third track on the album, "There's No Home For You Here", is
a note-for-note rip-off of "Dead Leaves and
the Dirty Ground," also a White Stripes song
and one of their most successful singles to
date. Jack White, if nothing else, never
seems to be the kind of musician who sometimes runs low on new material, so why was
this song included on the album? It's baffling that no one associated with this album
— Meg White, the studio technicians, even Jack White
himself — would not hear
the undeniable similarity \
between "No Home for You
Here" and "Dead Leaves". It'a
flat-out embarrassing and inexcusable for
the band that this song is on this album.
One of the standout tracks on the album is "The Air Near My Fingers." White
plays a creamy electric organ over his guitar work which, when added to Meg
White's ever steady drumming
and a fantastic melody
line, makes for
the catchiest
song on the album. "I never
said I wanted to
be a man/I get
nervous when
she
comes
around," confesses
White, in some of
his most open lyrics

to date.
As always, Meg's drumming is simple
by Ringo Starr standards. The bass/snare/
high-hat/crash simplicity of her drumming
perfectly fits the striped down sound of the
White Stripes. It's the thump-thump of her
bass drum that sets the mood for the "Seven
Nation Army" anthem. On other songs, like
"You've Got Her in Your Pocket" where
drumming just wouldn't fit, Meg has no
problem stepping aside and letting her
former husband take the spotlight. Meg even
sings by herself on "In The Cold Cold
Night," and it's a wonder that we haven't
heard more of her. Her voice is haunting,
dark, and beautiful.
Those words would fit the rest of "Elephant" as well. It's schizophrenic, trembling, fantastic garage rock with soul and
class. A worthy addition to any record collection.

Disc DATA
Rating:
(4.5 stags out of 5)

Artist:
The White Stripes
Album:
Elephant
Label:
V2
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Howie Day
impresses
at Alumni

Hall
BY KATE NAPOLITANO

Last Saturday night, I was standing in
the cold, cold rai n at the end of a long, stagnant line in a heavy cloud of crowd-made
second hand smoke, waiting to see a kid I
never heard of play his guitar. Fun, huh?
But I couldn't bag it-I was just too curious.
The doors to Alumni Hall opened.
While I wondered
where my curiosity
was leading me—
either to a musical
treat or just the opportunity to nap in
public— I only
knew one thing for
certain: there was
no turning back
now. I crossed the
threshold of the
DAY
doorway.
And so began my night with Howie
Day.
I honestly figured the.crowd was going to consist of me and Howie's mom. But
either I was wrong, or Howie just has an
obscene number of cousins. The crowd
topped off at 1100 or so, many from
Fairfieid, but many not (I was even asked
at one point, "So is this a state school or
what?").
The lights dimmed. Out on stage
strolled the opening act,Tim Warren and
Eric Donnelly of The Alternate Routes.
This was ray first time hearing them live,
and I don't think I'll forget it.
The sincerity in Tim Warren's voice
is incredible, as is Eric Donnelly's masterful playing. Together, they looked like it
wouldn't matter if they were performing
for the bedroom walls, they get so much
joy out of music-a charming and refreshing attitude. The crowd apparently agreed
with me, judging from the rousing cheers
and thunderous applause the boys received.
One guy in the crowd near me kept bellowing "Howie, you rule!" after every
song. Okay, so he had no idea who he was
watching— but his statement was right on
the money.
They finished playing after forty minutes or so, and then came the twenty-Five
minute wait for Howie himself. Whether
they were busy trying to pry Howie out of
the corner of the men's room having taken
the fetal position in an "Oh, Lordy! I'm
not Dave Matthews?!?" attack, or if they
were trying to deflate his head so he could
come down from the diva rafters and land
on stage, the natives got a little restless.
Cutting down that time in future concerts
SEE "HOWIE" ON P.
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Chris Rock aims to join
some very illustruous
company in Head of State

Commander-iii-Chuckles
Chris Rock commands laughs in "Head of State
BY ZACH MINERS

In light of the United States' assault on
Iraq, these are truly uncertain times. What
makes matters worse is that politicians are
satisfied with supplying the public with superficial banalities, and concealing underlying information. Head of State is by no
means a perfect movie, but what it does is
brilliant: a comic, entertaining attack on an
electoral system where candidates don't say
what's really on their minds. And for that, I
applaud it.
The movie is humorous on a variety of
levels; even its premise is amusing in a
subtle way. The presidential and vice presidential candidates of an unnamed party,
clearly the Democrats, are killed when their
planes collide two months before the election. In an effort to attain a replacement
candidate, the party finds Mays Gilliam
(Chris Rock), an obscure Washington, D.C.
alderman who spends his time with minimum-wage workers of the slums.
He functions as their voice, and comes
to their aid when cats are stranded in burning buildings, and "double-shootings" occur. Sen. Bill Arnot (James Rebhorn) knows
the situation is hopeless-he merely wants to
exploit the token black candidate and gain
approval from minorities, so points can be
gained for the next election.
Since Mays has got nothing he has
nothing to lose-so be adopts a genuine, commendable strategy: instead of trying to
please everyone, he'll just speak his mind.
Forget the cue cards.
He decides not to adhere to standards
of political correctness or superficial graces
towards his electors. 'Mays is impulsively
honest and sincere when he addresses the
common folk of the U.S. during his campaign, as he delivers a slew of blows on federal wages, crime, education, and drugs.
The first time he speaks his mind to the

»

crowd, in his "That Ain't Right" speech, his he could have been given a quality more perdialogue flowed so smoothly that it felt like tinent to his altruistic views. The character
a stand-up act.
should have been redefined, and a scene in
Rock directed and co-wrote the film, which Mays and Mitch duke it out should
and it's obvious that he was going for a cyni- have been edited out; it only added awkcal, parody-like interpretation of the Ameri- ward confusion to the film.
can electoral system. While there is a subThe second weakness is that several of
stantial amount of slapstick humor, some of the film's jokes are recurring in the sense
the jokes are really smart.
that they are played out to the point of inMays is supplied with a prostitute sanity. I don't mind gags that are repeated,
named Nikki (Stephanie March) because, as long as they supply a variable kind of
according to campaign manager Martin humor. But in Head of State's case, more
Gellar (Dylan Baker), "We got fed up of get- often than not a repeated joke was simply a
ting caught up in sex scandals, so we com- nuisance. The audience's reaction to a remissioned our own team of superwhores." peated joke was nowhere near as proCut to a shot of amazon
nounced as it was to the
women in camouflage
original occurrence.
bikinis competing in inFor instance^,: the
door rock climbing as a
character of Kim (Robin
Rating:
drill sergeant shouts
Givens) begins the film
commands. ■
as Mays' fiancee, and
Despite his optimisthen turns into a psy(4 stags out of 5)
tic attitude, Mays barely
chotic stalker who folvie: Head of SI
survives the first few
lows him everywhere.
weeks of his campaign,
Every time she appears
Starring:
and comes to the realizaMays follows his direcChris Rock,
tion that he needs a runtions, calls "security!"
ning mate. Continuing in
and Kim is literally
Bernie Mac
his need to speak his
punched out of the scene.
Director:
mind, enter Chicago bail
Kim should have been
Chris Rock
bondsman Mitch (Bernie
omitted entirely, espeMac), Mays' brother.
cially since Mays meets
Mitch accepts Mays' ofa much cuter, charming,
fer to be his running mate.
poised character named Lisa (Tamala
This is one of the two qualities of the Jones).
film that doesn't work. Mitch has the poChris Rock is a smart, powerful cometential to be a trustworthy candidate, but not dian with an edge, which comes across vivas a bondsman whose fetish is to hit anyone idly in the film. In a natural, animated way,
that crosses his path with as much force as Head of State gives the writer-director a
possible, including his brother. His behav- medium to bash on the American electoral
ior is somewhat comical (the first couple of system.
times), but 1 didn't see how necessary it was,
Unfortunately, the film suffers structurand why it was attributed to someone run- ally as a result of several peccadilloes. The
ning for vice-president.
movie has a powerful message, but its exMitch shares the same oudook as Mays; ecution could have been tighter.
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Sense and Sensiblities
The Walsh Art Gallery opens the new exibit "Sensibilities
BY KlMBERLY REIDY
Fiber optics, styrofoam, kernels of rice,
and asphalt. These are just some of the inventive materials that make up the student
art work on view now in the Walsh Art Gallery in the show "Sensibilities."
The exhibit is a pleasant surprise due
to both its originality and overwhelming
young talent. The works cover a wide range
of materials and mediums and leave the
viewer marveling at the fact that all of these
artists are still students, many of whom are
either studio art majors or minors.
One stand out piece that greets the
viewer right away is Jocelyn Battista and
Jennifer Pasciucco's "Art Car." From a few
steps back this piece looks so credible that
one wonders how on earth they got a real
car into the Walsh Gallery.
However like all good art, all is not
exactly as it seems and what looked like
metal is really cardboard. The "Car" is expertly painted and assembled and its integrity comes from the use of "the hatch, lights,
and tire of a Volkswagen Rabbit," Battista
said. After their hack sawing was complete
and the initial frame constructed the two
artists "installed Christmas lights to create
the illusion of brakes and blinkers."
The finishing touches of bumper stickers and an art filled windshield result in a
piece that is both real yet fantastical, and
ultimately forces the viewer to contemplate
the ordinary in a new way.
Another construction heavy piece that
was also constructed by Battista and her
partners Elizabeth Cooper and Caitlin
Curran was "Art Box." This piece had a
Jackson Pollack like feel and was created
by water balloons with different colored
paint being dropped onto a nail covered
piece of wood and then exploding. Battista
said that "the weight from the paint and the
fall created enough force for the balloons to

art- my writingpop on the nails
the art will grow
making the paint
as I sit here and
splatter."
therefore
the
After the paint
piece
will
grow."
dried the artists
Evans self created
then reconstructed
environment
the box inside out
wonderfully capto reveal the paint
tures that harried
splattered inside,
feeling one has
the result is a piece
when they are still
that is both highly
frantically typing
original and one
that ten page pathat forces the
per at two am
viewer to think
while guzzling
about the process
coffee and dreamof the art as well as
ing up excuses for
the art itself.
their professor.
Construction
One piece
seemed to be the
that delves into
process on many of
abstraction even
the student artist
further
than
minds as is further
Photos by Danny Schwartzman/The Mirror
evidenced by Tony Deconstructing through construction: Tony Pasciucco's Chinese food conDelMonico's large DelMonic's interpretation of "David".
tainer is Alisha
plaster sculpture
Mai's
work
entitled
"Returning
to a New
that reinterprets Michelangelo's "David."
The classic masterpiece received many al- Dimension made up of Lines, Repetition,
terations within Tony's reworking with its Color and Exploration." The work is a comexploded head being the most notable. He pilation of 122 four by six inch panels which
also added computer parts which "serve as are displayed in a grid pattern.
Mai says that her work "plays with the
a metaphor for modernity and in particular
our increasing dependence on technology viewers sense of perception, and asks is
what they really see there?" Mai arranged
in society."
DelMonico views his new "David" as the grid so that "when the viewer distances
"a witness from a world that has long de- themselves far enough a small dark dot will
parted" and as one step in his struggle "to appear on the wall between every fourth
define myself in a modern artistic sense panel." Although line and color are the
while also improving my understanding of dominate forces within this work, the intensive time and energy that this piece must
materials."
One piece that was self constructed- lit- have taken are also evident.
One artwork that was certainly directly
erally- was the performance piece by John
Evans that featured him sitting in the gal- related to Fairfield University was Katherine
lery typing while surrounded by paint splat- Quell and Kristen Blicharz's site-specific
tered papers and keyboard. Of his installa- piece called "Parking Space." Quell said
tion Evans said "the art is me making other that the piece was intended to be "a politi-

yy

cal statement to draw attention to the growing parking problem on campus. The number of students on campus continually
grows, yet the number of parking spaces
diminishes."
The work is actually a photo of a construction done earlier. The "parking space"
is located outside the loading dock of Loyola
Hall and much like the "Art Car" plays with
what is real and what is the artist's construction. They went as far as using a blue faculty parking sign to give validity to their
project yet "it is located in an obscure area
where no one can drive on to it." Thus this
installation creates a spot that is ultimately
useless, much
like the promises of the administration to
fix the consistent parking
problem.
Illusion
verses reality
was a theme
present not
only within this
artwork, but
throughout the
entire exhibit.
Further, the
sheer amount
of ingenuity,
talent, and creativity that is
currently on
display at the
Walsh Art Gal- Peace and quiet: One
lery is amazing of the several new art
and an event works in the exibit.
not to be
missed by any student on this campus. Art
draws communities together and the beautiful and thought provoking objects our
peers have created are more than deserving
of our attention and our admiration.

Howie displays "dark, unique" sound
CONTINUED FROM P.
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would be better.
But finally, the lights dimmed again,
and there was Howie. It was go time:
would this pale kid with hair like a muppet
satisfy the nagging curiosity? Well, in
short, he turned my wonder into
goosebumps.
His dark, heavy unplugged rock sound,
combined with his gravelly voice, pulls you
in like every song is a juicy secret. The
further he played into opening number,
"Sorry, So Sorry", the crowd grew silent,
mesmerized by his aching guitar and longing voice.
What caught my attention particularly
was toward the end of the song, when I
noticed that echo effects started in the music seemingly from nowhere, and he was
moving his legs like he was trying to dance.
I stood up to get a better look at his feel

and realized he wasn't dancing at all.
Spread closely around him on the floor
was a system of pedals-a loop sampling system allowing him to dub and multitrack his
own voice, his guitar, and even simulate
percussion by slapping the guitar body.
What followed after the opening number was a concert that was more of a unique
experience of sound than merely a dude with
a guitar. Almost all his songs came from
his Epic Records debut album "Australia",
but he made each song into its own improv
experiment.
He'd start playing and push pedals with
his feet and turn every song into layers of
rich three and four part harmonies, with endlessly overlapping chord schemes and surging beats. Conjuring these sound mountains
from nothing, he would then add effects like
echo and distortion, as well as acting as his
own DJ mixing and remixing, speeding and
slowing the sounds.

My personal favorite part of the show
was about halfway through, when he
sampled himself singing his own song, then
looped that, and. while keeping his song
going, sang Toto's "Africa" counterpoint to
it. He did something similar later using U2's
"One"-again, all while keeping other background and percussion samples going,
which he always recorded and reformatted
for every new song.
About a half hour later, the show ended
after a riveting encore perfomance that
sealed the amazing deal of the night. When
the lights came up, it was a truly rude awakening-I was shocked how closely he had
drawn me into his unique world.
I don't think any words or any CD can
capture the special experience Howie Day
shared with us that night. The best I can do
is encourage you to go check him out in concert the next time he's around, because a
nieht with Dav is a rare treat indeed. -

Acoustic sound: Day's music is acoustically sound.
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Ju H HERE OM THE FRONT

LINE, PAULA, AUDIT'S NOT
PRETTY-,.. BOTH SJOES

In our own defense
The FUSA Senate has drafted a letter to Father Kelley that
accuses this newspaper of shoddy standards, "threatening" reporting techniques, and the printing of "false information." We at The
Mirror, however, beg to differ.
What has happened is frightening. The FUSA Senate has apparently decided to carry this out because of critical attention to
two student groups, The Ham Channel and FUSA.
The Mirror firmly believes that Howie Day was a poor concert choice. To deny this is ridiculous, because Day was one of
their lowest ranking choices.
The Mirror also stands by our editorial cartoon about The Ham
Channel. After the publication of the cartoon, The Ham Channel
ditched programming about movies and the Oscars in favor of
shows covering Hunger Clean Up, the Rock and Jock charity event,
and the war in Iraq, which we applaud. Such a drastic change in
subject matter demonstrates the very point our cartoon wished to
illuminate.
What should be terrifying to faculty is that two high-ranking
Fairfield administrators allegedly told two students that they, the
administrators, were "waiting for a reason" to question the actions
of The Mirror's advisor. This apparent brazen manipulation of our
student government should not stand, and we at The Mirror hope
other faculty and students are as shocked about this as we are.
It is our job ~ and the job of journalists everywhere— to keep
a watchful eye on the public domain, be it our elected officials or a
television network accessible to every student. To say that we mock
other clubs shows an ignorance of the stories this newspaper prints.
Last week alone, The Mirror covered the Dance Ensemble, the
Fight Against Discrimination, the Teach-in and Starving Artists.
The senate voted on this without hearing the input of any member of The Mirror. In response to Vice President of Senate Casey
Butterly's request that The Mirror be spoken to, the sponsor of the
bill remarked in an e-mail, "I don't personally want to but I think
it might be smart, just to cover our ass." The Mirror was not given
the chance to speak to the senate before the vote.
Butterly spoke with two Mirror staffers this past Tuesday
evening. We asked Butterly what accomplishments the Senate
has made during this academic year that would have had a tangible benefit for the students of Fairfield whom they represent.
After much discussion, we were shocked to discover that the Senate can only claim one victory: the peer advising program that
occurs twice a year. Other efforts have either failed or are still
being worked on, despite the rapidly approaching end of the school
year. Perhaps the Senate has better things to do then go after the
most self-sufficient and successful club on campus.
This year attendance at every Thursday night meeting of The
Mirror reached standing room only. The amount of ads we have
placed this year has increased a dramatic 63 percent. The Mirror
has never looked better, and our news writing soars above and
beyond comparable papers. We do this, week in and week out, on
our own. Earlier this academic year, the Communications Club
surveyed the student body on their opinion of The Mirror. 93.6%
of the respondents said the quality compared to the past was "good"
or "very good."
Amazingly, FUSA senators seem to have been overlooked in
that poll.
The editorial represents the opinion of the majority
of The Mirror Editorial Board. What is your opinion?
Write to us: ccNnmentary6fairfieidmirrw.com
Articles published in the commentary section are the opinion of the
writers and not the opinion of The Mirror.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Student: Show me the money!
To the Editor:
Week after week I keep reading and hearing about Fairfield's
financial problems, and this past
Friday I discovered my own.
Those glorious two pages of financial aid were conveniently lacking
some zeros. Unless there is a new
payment option called blood—I
don't see how tuition for next year
will get paid. What happened? I
thought athletic programs were cut
to reallocate the money to the students?
Where does our money go?
Well I suppose it is easier first to
say where it does not go. It does
not go to football, or hockey. It

does not go to permanently employing well respected and dedi^cated professors like Dr. Rose. It
does not go to the College of Arts
and Science. I think I sat in more
comfortable chairs in my publicly
funded high school. If ever there
were a torture so great, it is a turbo
on such a chair. It does, however,
spend money on making parking
lots (and then spends money tearing them out a few months later).
It does spend money on construction, which is everywhere and will
never seem to be finished. It does
spend money on high-tech speeding equipment for security on a
campus that is filled with speed
bumps and stop signs.

Quite simply, Fairfield is successfully ripping students off.
How can we have a higher tuition
increase percentage than Harvard
university? Though it is the students that are suffering now, it will
be the university that will suffer
when they are seeking alumni donations. Recent events have created a breeding ground of future
disgruntled alums. One day I'm
sure I will receive a letter or a
phone call asking to give back, of
which I will reply simply : "HA
HA."
Sincerely,
Jessica Foscolo '04

Why can't we get bigger bands?
To the Editor:
Saturday was the first time I
attended one of the spring concerts.
It was the first one which I
was even remotely interested in
seeing.
I, like most Fairfield students,
had never heard of Howie Day, but
after going to his website and listening to a few sound bytes, I decided he was worth seeing for $8.
It was a good show. His abil-

ity to use the pedals around him to
layer beats and harmonize with
himself was pretty entertaining,
although you couldn't really dance
to any of his songs.
However, I spoke with a
friend of mine who attends York
College in York, PA. Their spring
concert was also on Saturday.
They had Third Eye Blind. Tickets were not extremely expensive
at $15. Last year, they had
Lifehouse with Michele Branch
and The Calling. I don't under-

stand how it is possible that a
school which is less known than
our own, out in Pennsylvania, and
with a tuition of only $13,570 per
year could consistently get FAR
better concerts than we do. Something just does not add up. I am
hoping that next year, being my
last year here at Fairfield, will be
someone that my friends will be
jealous of for once.
Sincerely,
Cathy Auriana '04
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The French aren't all that bad

QUESTION OF THE WEEK
VIRGINIA MEADE

& AMY TORCHEN
BY TOM DEHNEL

In past weeks, a new craze has been sweeping the nation. From the Wall Street Journal to
casual conversation, France-bashing is all the
rage.
For example, the New York Post ran an article referring to France and Germany as the
"Axis of Weasel," while a London newspaper
ran a picture of Saddam Hussein standing triumphantly in front of the Eiffel Tower.
Opinions on France generally come down
to a black-or-white view on France's opposition
of the war in Iraq.
This debate boils down to one question; is
France a cowardly nation with no interest in
CNN.com
helping those countries who helped them years War Protests in France
ago, or is it simply a brave nation that is making a moral resounding support.
stand? There is another answer, however: it's the logical
Further, if we are at war for the reasons we say we are,
and sensible act of a country that has its own interests in do we really need any support from other countries? The
the Middle East. The French have every incentive to want U.S. is undoubtedly the most powerful military nation in
to avoid war in the Middle East and stand to benefit from the world, and we have built an army of magnitude for two
the United States going in there and messing everything reasons: to protect America, and to exercise our muscle by
up.
squelching any country that gets out of hand. No offense
In addition, France has its own racial problems to deal to the French, but I don't think a few thousand Frenchmen
with. French/Muslim relations have historically been tu- are going to swing the tides of war.
multuous, and a war in an Arab country could only serve to
For whatever reason we are at war, be it the need for
weaken the bonds that have been forged in recent years.
democracy, the desire to root out weapons of mass-destrucIn my opinion, the anti-French sentiment is simply a tion, or dare I say the need for petroleum, we are still that:
fictitious issue created by people who, for their own rea- at war.
sons, didn't like France in the first place. France is not proInstead of bashing those nations who haven't bought
Hussein, nor are they pro-dictatorship. They simply don't Mr. Bush's sales pitch, we should be supporting our troops
support a war that has no clear cut reason for being. There who are risking their lives in combat. Besides, I had some
is no international treaty that says that the U.S. can do what- damn good Fourme d' Ambert cheese the other day, and I'll
ever it wants and the rest of the worldmust- react with full, be disappointed if Shop Rite stops selling it.

Are you satisfied with the
housing situation at
Fairfield?
— ■■

Yes. We got lucky and
snared a townhouse, but
I know a lot of people
who weren't so lucky!
—Kara Grecko, '05
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I avoid the lottery and
opt for the best
situation—the beach!
—Robyn Glaser, '04
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Not at all. I'll be a
junior next yearforced
to live in a dorm. That's
pathetic.
, . •r
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Was the teach-in biased?
To the Editor:
The second round of the teach-in featured Dr. Paul
Lakeland of the religious studies department and Joy Gordon of the philosophy department.
Lakeland spoke about the Just War Theory while Gordon addressed the 12-year-old sanctions on Iraq. Gordon
outlined in minute detail how America has vetoed Iraqi
requests from yogurt machines to child vaccinations in the
UN because America has asserted that these things could
be used for weapons of mass destruction."
Based on the accuracy of the above report, I hope
someone at the teach-in refuted Dr. Gordon's implication
that the sanctions were the fault of the U.S. and that we
somehow hurt the Iraqi people. Saddam Hussein is soley
responsible for the sanctions and their effects on his countrymen. Saddam could have had the UN sanctions lifted at
any time if he had simply given up his WMD (Weapons of

Mass Destruction) programs. He chose not to. Moreover,
he chose not to use the "Oil for Food" exemptions for
several years so that he would not lose control over the
economy or the populace.
Saddam was able to generate approximately $3 billion per year via smuggling with his neighbors and exceptions to the UN program. When he gained some control over the program he also took the medicine and food
items and sold them on the black market to generate free
currency to pay his security services, Baath Party loyalists, Tikriti relatives, and to build WMD's. He bought precious little baby formula (or yogurt machines), and to the
extent he did, the goods went to prop up his oppressive
regime.
Sincerely,
Thomas JA Lavin, '06
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Yes. I gat my firstpick;-, tAgH
two years indrouiiMyn. Y
room'matte'is from
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Russia, so that helps.' '' «
—Frank Jurezak,: '04
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/ haven't had the best of
luck, but I haven't let it :> ^JE
get to me. I'm still
having fun—even in
■ Claver!
—Steve Wieczorek, '04
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FUSA appreciates the gratitude
To the Editor:
On behalf of all of FUSA, I would like to thank Kurt
Heinold '05 for his letter in regards to the Bahamas trip.
We on FUSA work hard to bring programs to Fairfield
that we feel the students will enjoy while adhering to a
tight budget. It is nice to receive positive recognition for
all the time and hard work we put in. And to all the people

who participated in the "Outcast" game, I would like to
express my thanks and appreciation to you because without your enthusiasm, the show would not have been a success.
■ ■
• '
Sincerely,
Monica Young, '05
FUSA Director of Weekend Programming

I
Yes. I'm joining the
Ignatian residential
»VTBZ
College and that's what
I wanted to do from the
start.
'
'Mr
—Sean Sorensen, ''
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THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
MEN'S TENNIS

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Fairfield improved to 8-7 overall and
4-2 in the MAAC with a 6-1 win over
Canisius last Sunday. The Stags fell
to Niagara 4-2 the day before.
Fairfield plays host to Rhode Island
on Friday and Providence on Saturday
in non-conference matches.

The Stags split their two matches last weekend. The team lost to Niagara 7-0 on Saturday, but rebounded to beat Canisius 7-0 on
Sunday. The team improved to 9-5 overall
and 4-1 in the MAAC. Fairfield plays
conference foes Manhattan and Iona away
this week.

SOFTBALL
The Stags split their MAAC-opening series to
Marist last weekend. Fairfield won 7-3 in the
first game behind Diana Fasano and Shannon
Logan's two hits and two RBFs each. The
Stags fell 4-3 in the second game. Fairfield is
now 14-18 overall and 1-1 in the MAAC. The
team's series against Siena was postponed due
to inclement weather last Sunday.

UPCOMING EVENTS
THURSDAY APRIL 10

SATURDAY (con't)
Women's Tennis vs Providence @ noon
Softball at Rider (DH) @ 1
Men's Tennis at Manhattan @ 4

Softball at Iona (DH> @3
Women's Tennis at Manhattan @ 3:30

FRIDAY APRIL 11
Men's Golf at New England Championships
Women's Golf at Monmouth
Women's Tennis vs Rhode Island @ 3

SATURDAY APRIL 12

MONDAY APRIL 14

Crew at Knecht Cup
Women's Golf at Brown Invitational
Baseball vs St Peter's (DID @ noon
II
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SUNDAY APRIL 13
Baseball vs St. Peter's @ noon
Men's Lacrosse at Ohio State @ noon
Women's Lacrosse vs LeMoyne <s> 1
Men's Tennis at Iona @ 3

il

PLAYER:
BETH LOFFREDO '06
SPORT: Lacrosse
POSITION: Midfield/Attack
HOMETOWN:
Saratoga Springs, New York
Loffredo was named MAAC Rookie of trie Week after
scoring six goals in the Stags' two games last weekend
against Niagara and Canisius. The former high school AilAmerican leads Fairfield with 23 goals and is second on the
team with 25 points.
Send suggestions who you think should be named
Athlete of the Week to sports@fairfieldmirror.com.

n

Women's lacrosse looks to
Conahan s scoring punch
CONTINUED FROM P.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
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ficult non-conference schedule in the beginning," said Conahan, a resident of Milton,
Mass. "We did well, but the scores didn't
reflect how we really played."
In the 15-10 win over Niagara, Meghan
Ryan, '05, led the Stags with six goals.
Conahan and Loffredo also chipped in with
three goals each.
The Stags then crushed Canisius 17-2.
Conahan had a big day by netting three goals
and dishing out three assists. Conahan's sixpoint day helped Fairfield sweep its twogame trip to Buffalo last weekend.
•'We killed those teams," said Conahan.
"'We needed those wins because we were
down with our team morale. Now we are
pretty pumped up and confident."
With only one senior and five juniors,
the team will be looking for players to step
up and be leaders.
"We are a very young team, especially
with every freshman starting," said

Conahan. "All
the juniors and
I will now have
to take on leadership roles."
The Stags
next
play
LeMoyne at
home on Saturday at 1 p.m.
"I think I
have to step it
up this year, on
and off the
field," said
Conahan.
"I have
confidence in
CONAHAN
the freshmen
because they
have already proven themselves. We disregard what year everyone is and treat our
teammates equally."

She ate your homework,

will your newspaper be next?
Don't worry. The Mirror is also online
so you can read it, even if Scruffy
shreds it instead of delivers it.
Visit online at
www.fairfieldmirror.com
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It's worth looking into.
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EARN COLLEGE CREDITS
THIS SUMMER

CONTINUED FROM P.

Online or On Campus... The Choice is Yours!
A wide array of three-credit
courses is available
On Campus Summer Sessions
Four-Week Sessions:
June 2-27
June 30-July 25

Online Courses Begin June 2
• Take courses from home or anywhere you
have Internet access.
• Fit school conveniently into your summer plans.
• Study biology, English, computer programming,
economics, politics, psychology, or sociology.
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE AT

Fairfield
UNIVERSITY
Fairfield, Connecticut

FOR INFORMATION
Cal! toll-free (866) 254-1566 or (203) 254-4110

e-mail: ucadvise@mail.fairfield.edu
www.fairfield.edu/sce/summerses.htm
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port to Indianapolis. The team finally arrived at the hotel at 12:30 a.m. Sunday morning before playing Butler at 1:30 p.m. Sunday afternoon.
"For budgetary reasons, we flew to
Columbus from Baltimore to save money we can't afford to fly from LaGuardia [airport]," Spencer said. "We were going to get
in late regardless. It's just so expensive to
fly to the Midwest, and we're trying to keep
our costs down."
The Stags struggled early on in the
game, falling behind 7-3. Fairfield mounted
a comeback in the second half by scoring
four-straight goals to pull even, but missed
opportunities and penalties cost the Stags
the game 8-7.
"It was a good effort for us to try and
come back in the third quarter," said
midfielder and co-captain Tom Cook, '03.
"Three penalties at the end really cost us,
and they were able to hold us off in the final
seconds."
Spencer believed the Stags had their
opportunities to win the game, but were
unable to capitalize.
"The kids took that loss hard, as we
[coaches] did," Spencer said. "It was a game
we felt we thought we could have controlled,
and we just didn't come out like we should
have. We put ourselves in a position to tie
the game and go ahead and win, we just
didn't do so."
With just a five-game conference
schedule, more than one loss within the
GWLL would make it merely impossible to
win the league title and automatic bid into
the NCAA Tournament.
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Win or go home for
men's lacrosse

Fairfield University

One-Week Sessions:
May 21-28
July 30-Aug 5

APRIL

Courtesy of Sports Info.

A.J. Califano takes charge in a game
earlier this season.

Fairfield regrouped from its leagueopening loss by defeating Air Force 15-8
last Sunday. The Stags are now 5-3 overall
and 1-1 in the GWLL. Both Spencer and
Cook agreed that Sunday's win showed the
team's best effort of the season.
'That was our best game of the season,"
Cook said. "We played well as a team, but
there is still room for improvement."
The Stags will need to step up their
game even further when the team travels to
Ohio State this Sunday. The Buckeyes stand
in first place of the GWLL after an 11 -5 win
over Notre Dame last weekend.
"It's going to come down right to the
end," said goalie and co-captain C. J. Kemp,
'03. "We're going to need to limit their
shots, control face-offs and I'm going to
have to come up with some big saves."
Spencer said the Stags will need to continue their fast-paced transition game that
has continued to improve as the season has
gone on.
"The pressure is on Ohio State. They
just beat Notre Dame," Spencer said. 'They
are going to be at home. If we could win
that game, that would really put us in control ... It's up to the kids to respond now.
They [Ohio State] are a very talented team.
This is a huge game, but they are all big
games now."

Looking for more Mirror?
Head to The MirrorOnline for online
exciusives and other cool content that
Just can't fit into this inch of space.
New content published on
Mondays and Thursdays!
www.fairfieldmirror.com
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Alumni return for rugby tradition
CONTINUED FROM P.

Ruggers set for action earlier this season.

Contributed Photo

Looking for a career path that is established by your individual interests, capabilities and
performance?
Let Benemark®, Inc., an independent Registered Investment Advisor located in Fairfield
help you discover the opportunities and advantages of becoming a Financial Professional
You will have the opportunity to learn the investment, financial planning, insurance and
employee benefit business.
We are looking for one unique individual who is energetic, focused, responsible and
driven for long-term success to become part of our team.

Please email resume to gpadilla@benemark.com or via mail;
Gregg G. Padffla, CFP™ ChFC
Benemark, Inc.
75 Kings Highway Cutoff
Fairfield CT 06824
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lenged each other in the alumni
game.
"We had a great time," said
Pat Boyle, '00. "It was like old
times."
"It was great to see everyone
together," said Chris Hayes, '90.
'The camaraderie was still there."
Located at the Barone Campus
Center, the remainder of the
evening comprised of cocktails and
a buffet dinner. A display of the
Fairfield University Rugby Football
Club memorabilia, such as jerseys,
trophies and photos, decorated the
Oak Room. The celebration began
with a welcome speech from Rugby
President Erick Walker, '04.
"We put a lot of planning into
this event," he said. "Everything
that happened was more than we
could have hoped for. I want to
thank everyone who came."
After a moment of silence and
an invocation made by Rev. William Carr, S.J., an award was given
to Matthew Greenstein, '03 for
Most Outstanding Player The
evening also included a speech
given by Dr. Schlicting on
Fairfield University today and a
speech given by Thomas Crowley,
'69, on rugby scholarships.
Keynote speaker Ray Cornbill,
former head coach of the USA
American Eagles National Rugby
team, was introduced by former
Eagles coach and former Fairfield
Trustee William Connolly, '69, and
spoke highly of the Ruggers.
"Fairfield University has contributed to national rugby over
time," he said.
Former Rugger Paul Sheehy
played in the Rugby World Cup in
1991 and Chris Galvin, '72, only
Rugger in the Fairfield's Hall of
Fame, attended.
Current Ruggers were amazed
by the turnout.
"It was incredible to see a lot
of former players there," said Phil
Schacter,'04. "It really shows that
morale is a big thing for us."
The dinner celebration ended
at approximately 10:30pm, where
all Ruggers scampered down to
Lantern Point to begin the traditional Rugby Drink Up.
"It has been a tradition to go
down to the Point and to sing songs
after our games," Walker said. "It
was a tradition all the alumni participated in, just as if they would
have if they were here."
"Everything was a success
until late night," said Mike Plescia,
'04. "Even down to the late night
with the alumni, it was really good."
"The loyalty to the University
is created in different ways,"
Schlicting added. "It creates loyalty connections on multiple levels, and Fairfield Rugby is very
strong in that regard."
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Stepping up
BY STEVEN WIECZOREK

It's all about confidence.
Coming out of Rice H.S. in the Bronx,
NY, he was only 5-foot-l 1 and 170 lbs., and
unsure of his place in the Fairfield Stags
baseball program.
Now, at 6-foot-2, and 220 lbs, right
fielder, Antuan Barnett, '04, stands tall as
the team's top hitter and a homerun threat
each time he steps to the plate.
Head Coach John Slosar said, "Antuan
was a regular player as a freshman and has
continued to improve over time. We look
forward to him being one of our big, offensive players this year," he said.
"We need Antuan to step up and fill the
shoes left by Ryan Bittner and the other
senior's graduations," said starting pitcher
Pablo Tamayo '04. "He is key to our success."
Thus far, Barnett is batting .300 with 2
homers and seven RBI's in 11 games, but
he believes that his hot hitting streak is still
to come.
"I think I can do better than that," said
Barnett, "but I'll let my talent speak for itself."
Barnett's success has not come overnight.
"I wasn't sure if I would start (as a

freshman), but I thought I could contribute,"
said Barnett. "I came in as a center fielder.
But the opportunity to play came in right
field. So I took it."
Although he did see much action as a
freshman in right field, Barnett struggled
with confidence. Unsure of whether a mistake would remove him from the lineup,
Barnett said, "I pressed alot. Trying to impress."
The following season, Barnett's power
numbers went up, leading the squad with
seven homers, while placing second on the
team with 29 RBI's. His batting average
rose to .269.
With an increase in production as a
sophomore, Barnett worked hard in the offseason in an effort to increase his bat speed
and overall power at the plate. "I tried to do
baseball workouts to build up my forearms,
wrists, back and legs because I rely on my
bat speed," said Barnett.
Barnett has been a regular in the Stags
lineup, playing in 89 games his first two
seasons in a Fairfield uniform. Last season
he ranked second on the team by appearing
in 49 of the Stags' 50 games.
One of Barnett's stand-out series last
season came against C.W. Post when he
went 4-for-7 at the plate with five RBI and
a homerun in the Stags' doubleheader.
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Barnett moves into
clean-up spot for Stags
Barnett registered his first
collegiate hit on March 10,
2001 against Winthrop. He
had six multi-hit games in his
first season, including a career-high three hits against
Connecticut on April 4,2001.
In his freshman season,
Barnett drove in 25 RBI with
nine doubles.
He also participated in
the New England Collegiate
Baseball League last summer,
which is known as one of the
best summer leagues.
As a result of the hard
work, Barnett, now the team's
cleanup hitter, said, "I have
become more patient, stronger
and mentally ready," Barnett
said. "I don't press anymore.
I let the game come to me."
Barnett still believes that
his great play over the past
three seasons has just
scratched the surface. "I see
the potential, but I haven't le.t
it all out," said Barnett. "I'm
like a package still to be
opened, letting all of my talent out."
BARNETT

Rowing through the spring season
BY ANNIE MULLOWNEY

There is little doubt that the women's
crew team's dedication and hard work is
paying off this spring. With practice times
of 5:45 a.m. every morning, the team's devotion and sacrifice to the program is evident.
This semester, however, the Stags lost
five key rowers who traveled abroad for the
semester. Head coach Andre Albert feels
that although this has weakened the team,
the other girls have stepped up greatly.
"We started this season with five girls
abroad and one girl out with a bad back.
So, we decided to row in fours in varsity
events. So far, they have done well. Because of the people abroad we have a
smaller varsity team than in previous years,"
said Albert.
Due to losing so many rowers, Albert
was also forced to change the team's structure into boats of fours rather than boats of
eights.
"We've moved into boats of four and
should do well. However, collegiate rowing is mainly in 8's. The girls in the varsity
4 have taken the adversity of having people
abroad really well," added Albert.
Albert cited how the tremendous effort
of the freshmen has added to the team's progression since last year.
"The freshmen are looking better every week. They started the year without a
coach and have really shown me a lot this

Courtesy of Sports Info

Row, row, row your boats: The Stags look to continue to improve.

year," said Albert. "Our freshmen are as
strong as a squad we had four years ago and
should do really well if we keep progressing the way we have."
Maura O'Connor, '04, is very pleased
with the team's performances this year.
"I think our team has done really well,
especially since our varsity numbers are low.
The heavyweights have done very well,
winning their race against Bowdoin and
Assumption College. I am optimistic for
the lightweights as well," said O'Connor.
"Not only are we fast, but we also have clean

techniques."
Albert expects the team to have a strong
showing at the MAAC's on April 27 because that is what the team's training has
been aiming for.
"I expect to do well there. That is what
our training aims for and it is when we
should do the strongest," Abert said.
Whether we can win it or not depends on
how Marist, our toughest competition,
races."
Katie Gill, '04, also sets high expectations for the MAAC Tournament.

"I think that in all the races we are in
we can definitely win," Gill said. "So far
the commitment and determination of our
team has shown. We are looking to do really well in our upcoming races."
Andrea Bazos, '04, doesn't feel the
team's lack of members will affect the
team's MAAC standing.
"We have done well in our races so far,
keeping in mind the weather conditions being so rough lately," Bazos said.
" As for the rest of the season, I feel
that the team is starting to come together. It
took some time to get use to having a small
number of people on the varsity team, however, we will remain a strong force at the
MAAC's as we have been in the past," she
added.
The Stags finished second behind
Marist at last year's MAAC Tournament.
The Stags placed first with their varsity 4
boat and pairs.
Fairfield finished last year by winning
the Metropolitan chmapionship with 163
points against schools that included
Bucknell and NYU.
Albert is hoping that new members will
join the team next year so the team won't
face the same problem again.
"We can always use good athletes for
the team. It doesn't take long to learn how
to row but it isn't an easy sport," Albert said.
"Practices are hard and we do more of it for
less races than any other team, but it is rewarding."
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Rugby

Backs to the wall

celebrates

Stags face tough road to repeat as GWLL champ:

40th
anniversary

BY MIKE PIGNATARO

Men's lacrosse assistant
coach Andy Towers walked into
head coach Ted Spencer's office
Tuesday with a breakdown of
Ohio State's game against Navy
last week.
The preparation has started
early for Fairfield's game against
Ohio State on Sunday, the Stags'
biggest game of the year, but every game is just as important for
the team, which must win-out the
rest of the season to repeat as
Great Western Lacrosse League
(GWLL) champions.
"The loss against Butler really put our backs right up against
the wall," Spencer said. "Last
year we did the exact same thing
when we lost to Air Force - it
might have been the best thing to
ever happen to us because it put
our back against the wall [last
year],- and we had to win out.
Now we have to win-out again."
Fairfield fell to Butler 8-7
two weeks ago after a nightmare
of a trip, according to Spencer.
The Stags took a bus to Baltimore
before flying to Columbus, then
a four-hour bus ride from the airSEE "WIN" ON P.
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BY JESSICA HOLMBERG

Junior Matt Baglio fends off an Air Force defender last weekend in the Stags' 15-8 win.

Chris Donato/The Mirror

Conahan sets example for young Stags
BY MIKE THEILE

CONAHAN

Two-time offensive player of
the week. First-team all-MAAC.
Led team with 58 points.
These are some of the accolades attacker Jess Conahan, '04,
earned during last year's lacrosse
season. This year she will be looking for another great year, and she
hopes her team will do well also.
"I just love to play lacrosse,"
said Conahan. "I love everything
about the sport especially winning
and the team aspect of the game."
Conahan feels her strengths
are being able to see the field well,
having a good knowledge of how
to play the game and her ability to
shoot.

With the young team this year
and a new coach; Conahan will be
one of the key leaders on this team.
Head coach Stacey McCue considers Conahan to be the most dangerous player on the field and the
go-to girl on offense.
"I can't say enough about
Jess," said McCue. "She is a key
player on offense. She plays great
defense and is all-around an exciting player. She leads by example by working so hard."
The Stags have once again
had a challenging non-conference
schedule in this early part of the
season. They went 1-6 in nonconference play, but bettered their
overall record to 3-6, by starting
2-0 in MAAC play this past week-
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end.
"We played some tough competition, but I thought we played
great in the games," said McCue.
"This young team is starting to
believe and have confidence in the
new system I brought to this
team."
With the Stags two big wins,
they swept the MAAC weekly
awards. Conahan received Offensive Player of the Week. Goalie
Monica Janowitz, '05, was
named Defensive Player of the
Week, and midfielder Beth
Loffredo, '06, earned Rookie of
the Week.
"We just played a really difSEE "WOMENV' ON P.
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They have never had an official coach or an official roster.
Team morale. Loyalty. Heart.
Those are the qualities the Fairfield
Ruggers possess, all of which were
demonstrated as 255 current and
past players joined to celebrate
their 40th anniversary as a club
sport at Fairfield last weekend.
More than 700 players were
invited to the Red Ruggers' 40th
anniversary celebration, and approximately 50 percent of those
invited attended the much-anticipated event.
"The turnout was impressive,"
said Dr. Kurt Schlichting, '70, and
sociology professor. "Alumni
events very seldom attract 50 percent of all who were invited. This
just shows the loyalty we have over
all this time."
The University sponsors 21
varsity sports, all of which compete
at the Division I level of the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA). Rugby is one of five club
sports at the university, and players
have gained the hard-earned respect
they have deserved for over 40 years
of dedication and teamwork.
Dr. Christopher Grauert, '68,
read a letter written by 88-year-old
wife Leila B. Grauert to honor the
players and the esteemed tradition
of hard efforts on and off the field
at the reception following the game.
"Regardless of the era that
each of you represent tonight, you
are the proud benefactors of the
fierce loyalty and camaraderie that
Rugby fosters," she wrote.
The Grauerts donated the
Rugby Pitch to Fairfield in honor
of their son Lt. Hans Grauert, who
was a Naval Aviator lost at sea in
the Vietnam War.
"Like everyone else in this
room, Hans possessed the traits
which personify every ruggerathleticism, good sportsmanship,
and a zest for life," she wrote.
"This Rugby Pitch resides in the
softest part of my heart and will
always remain 'God's Little Acre'
to me!"
The
Ruggers
battled
Quinnipiac College at 12 noon last
Saturday on Grauert Field, with a
final score of 21-21. Afterwards,
all past and current Ruggers chalSEE "ALUMNI" ON P.
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